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Six Gents: Back and Better Than Last Year Ever
The Best (and Only) Sketch Comedy Group at PC Puts on Live Show
by Nicole Patano '22
Editor-in-Chief

ON-CAMPUS EVENTS
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Shannon Flaherty '24 and Jack Wilmot '24 cover "What If I Never
Get Over You?" at Tune In.

On Tuesday, Oct. 12 at 11 p.m., Providence College
students gathered in the lobby of the Smith Center for
the Arts, anxiously waiting for the doors to the Ryan
Concert Hall to open. Once the crowd streamed in
and took their seats, the first live Six Gents show since
winter 2020 commenced.
Headed by president Sydney Cahill ’22 and vice
president Jack Grosso ’22, Providence College’s sketch
comedy group is looking forward to a year which
promises drama, laughs, and fun. Cahill and Grosso
were joined on stage by treasurer Aidan Benjamin ’23,
secretary Analisa Pisano ’23, Abbie O’Connell ’22, and
Katie Vennard ’22.

While it worked out that the group consisted of
six gents (and ladies), Six Gents now has three new
members: Emma Harrington '22, Christina Charie '25,
and Andy Belotte '25. Grateful to have two freshmen
join, Cahill admitted, "Freshman year, I was too scared
to audition, but I went to all the shows, and it just looked
like so much fun, so I auditioned my sophomore year
and luckily I got in!" Now in charge of the group, Cahill
looks forward to continuing the legacy of Six Gents as a
comedy group "by students, for students."
Six Gents began with a sketch which Benjamin
particularly enjoyed because “we played ourselves.”
“Gents Tank,” a play on the popular “Shark Tank,” saw
the three newer members of Six Gents pitching ideas for
a group rebrand. After nixing “Six Gents: The Musical”
and “Six Gents on Ice,” the group concluded that they
should do the “Ray method,” completely changing the
outside but keeping everything else the same.
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on Slavin Lawn
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WDOM Hosts First Event
of the Semester
by Jack Downey '23
A&E Co-Editor
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Philosophy on a Friday Afternoon
Humanities Forum Speaker Discusses Anscombe, Atomic Bomb
by Emma Strempfer '24
News Staff

women are up to something in Convocation...we have
to go and vote them down.” The women in question
were, of course, led by Elizabeth Anscombe.
ON-CAMPUS
In 1956, Anscombe had embroiled herself in
On a sunny fall afternoon on Providence College’s massive controversy as she voted against Oxford’s
campus, students and faculty gathered in Ruane 105 intention to award Harry S. Truman with an honorary
to attend a lecture given by Dr. John Schwenkler degree for his leadership during and after World
titled “Doing the Truth: G.E.M. Anscombe and War II. One of the few women in her field, as well
the Atomic Bomb.”
as a mother to seven
Schwenkler is an
children, she received
associate professor of
little support and open
philosophy at Florida
contempt from her
State
University
academic community.
and specializes in
Anscombe knew her
philosophy of actions
protest would not stop
and ethics.
the establishment of
Schwenkler’s talk
Oxford College from
was about Elizabeth
bestowing an honorary
Anscombe and her
degree upon Truman,
time as a research
the man who “ended”
fellow at Somerville
WWII. Her aim was that
College, located in
“he [Truman] would
Oxford,
England,
not receive this award
during the postwar
without
opposition
era of the 1940s, ’50s,
expressed.” Why did
and ’60s.
she oppose the honor?
Schwenkler opened
She believed Truman
his lecture with a quote
was responsible for the
from a warning to the
mass murder of the
dons of St. John’s
Japanese in Hiroshima
College, Oxford: “The
and Nagasaki.
Dr. John Schwenkler shares Elizabeth Anscombe's philosophy action theory
Humanities Forum/Page 3
with the Providence College community.
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The Board of Programmers raises
awareness of suicide rates among
college-aged students.

A love for the ages torn asunder by...
bubble wrap? Only in "Boy" by Kate
Ward '23.

Providence College Men's
Ice Hockey looks to continue
their hot streak on the ice.
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On Friday, Oct. 15, there were quite a few
events happening on Providence College’s
campus: Late Night Madness, a scrimmage
involving the PC Men’s Basketball Team, and
a jazz concert in McPhail’s, just to name a few.
However, the event that truly owned the night
was Tune In.
Hosted by WDOM 91.3, PC’s radio station,
the multifaceted event featured live music,
coffee from the Presto Strange O coffee truck,
and, of course, Insomnia Cookies. Tune In
started at 3 p.m. and went to 6 p.m., and as
the afternoon wore on, more and more people
showed up until Slavin Lawn was packed. There
was also a wide variety of student performers,
which helped to draw a large crowd.
The performances started off with Kieran
Kraus ’23, a DJ who is also WDOM’s executive
technician. His beat drops shook the entire
lawn and had people dancing as they arrived.
Not content to simply stand at the turntables,
Kraus also had a microphone at the ready to
hype up the crowd even more as the songs he
played blared for all to hear.
Following this set was Colin McNamara
’25. Armed with an electric guitar, a mic, and
a hefty array of effects pedals, McNamara
blazed and scorched his way through multiple
rock classics, including “Voodoo Child” by
Jimi Hendrix, “Paranoid” by Black Sabbath,
and “Man in the Box” by Alice in Chains.
Although he had no other instruments backing
him, McNamara’s guitar sound was incredibly
expansive, filling the entire lawn and beyond.
Fans of rock music were noticeably impressed
by his guitar work throughout his set.
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Featured Friar: Nicola Calabrese
A Student-Athlete That Does it All

by Sydney Olinger ’23
News Staff
FEATURED
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Nicola Calabrese, a senior here at Providence College,
has been an outstanding member of the community,
evident in her commitment to this school as well as her
impressive involvement in clubs and teams on campus.
She is from North Babylon, NY, and is currently majoring
in elementary and special education with a minor in
sociology.
One of the first of many clubs and programs that
she joined was the Horizons program. Horizons is an
incredible year-long mentoring program that gives
incoming freshmen the tools to navigate the campus
while maintaining their identity and cultural values,
which is very important to Calabrese.
Aligning with her strong determination to make
a difference on campus, she also joined the Women
Empowered club her freshman year. She has been on
the executive board for the last two years and will now
be entering her third year as public relations officer for
the club. Women Empowered was established to create a
safe space for women of color to discuss their experiences
at a predominantly white institution. They also take time
to focus on sisterhood, self-care, identity, relationships,
and mental health.
Over the summer of 2020, Calabrese worked as a
research assistant through the Elementary and Special
Education Department. Throughout her time working
as a research assistant, she conducted a study to expand
outside of her required classes displaying her dedication
to her studies. The study focused on the reading

Calabrese has made an enormous impact throughout her
time here at PC, both as a student and as an athlete.

comprehension and visualization skills of elementary
and middle school students.
Along with balancing her academics and
extracurriculars, she is also a sprinter for the track team
here at PC. Some of her personal track records include
an 8.41s 60 meter dash, 13.27s 100 meter dash, and 27.38s
200 meter dash.
As a student-athlete and woman of color, there are
many challenges she has faced outside of having to
run fast. With the support from the athletic department
and Diversity and Inclusion Department, she was able
to attend the Black Student-Athlete Summit in Austin,
Texas. At this summit, they looked to bring unique
adversities that these student-athletes face to the surface
in order to make student life and athlete life nondiscriminatory for young people of color.
During this past summer, she was chosen to be
one of the head dream coaches for the pre-orientation
Transitions Program. This particular pre-orientation
program was created to help multicultural and firstgeneration freshmen find their place at PC and become
more adjusted to college especially at a predominantly
white school.
As a dream coach, her role is to act as a resource to
freshmen throughout the entirety of the semester. The
program also helps freshmen form special bonds with
one another as well as with dream coaches, creating a
sense of community for everyone involved.
When asked about her favorite part of PC, Calabrese
chose the students and faculty members she has met
throughout her academic, social, and athletic career here.
“Many people on campus have helped me grow as
either a student, athlete, friend, or person in general, and
I am very grateful for my time here,” said Calabrese.

Breaking the Stigma as a Friar Family

Active Minds and BOP Hold Annual Display for Collegiate Suicide
by Olivia Coletti ’24
News Staff
CAMPUS
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“You Are Never Alone in Friartown” is
something that we were reminded of this
Monday, Oct. 18, at Providence College.
The 1,000 Voices Vigil on Slavin
Lawn was a commemorative display
for collegiate suicide victims in honor
of Mental Health Awareness Month.
It was collaboratively orchestrated
by Providence College’s Board of
Programmers (BOP) and the Active
Minds club.
Spread across Slavin Lawn, 1,000
yellow pinwheels, representing the
average 1,000 college lives lost to suicide
in the United States every year, were
evenly distributed on both sides of Slavin
Lawn. These pinwheels stood peacefully
and stationary, inviting those passing
by to a moment of reflection. Along
Slavin’s walkway were informative
signs, discussing the importance of selfcare, mental health, and knowing when
to get help. Walking past the pinwheels
and posters reminds us as people and
peers that there is no shame in seeking
support because we are humans first, not
students. The event incites us to check in
on our peers, appreciate those we love,
and remember those we have lost to
suicide.
There were BOP representatives seated
at the end of the pathway with sticky
notes and smiles, offering passersby a
Sharpie to write a commemorative note
of positivity. They also handed out purple
and turquoise ribbons, the National
Suicide Prevention’s colors.
BOP placed these uplifting notes on a
large “P” sign, the logo for the College,
that they will hang outside their office

1,000 yellow pinwheels were placed on Slavin Lawn Monday.

in lower Slavin. Along with discussion
of mental health, suicide is rarely talked
about in the PC community. Many
students have vocalized their support
for events like the 1,000 Voices Vigil, as it
demonstrates knowledge on how to help
ourselves and our peers at PC.
This event was started two years ago
by Tom Bernard ’21 and was led by Kaan
Cebeci ’22 this year. Kaan stated that “it
is a special thing bringing attention to
the importance of mental health among
students, especially given where we are
right now regarding the pandemic. We
hope this display and the affirmations
written by students inspired and
strengthened some of those who walked
by today.”
The importance of this event is
evident among the PC student body,
especially after going through the mental
toll spurred by the Covid-19 pandemic.
According to the CDC, “In June 2020,
25% of surveyed adults aged 18–24 years
reported experiencing suicidal ideation
related to the pandemic in the past 30
days.” That age group represents the
majority of the student population, and
the Center for Disease Control’s survey
suggests that, statistically, a fourth of
this age group had suicidal thoughts
last year. As a community, country, and
world, everyone experienced mental
health struggles, whether individually
or through someone they knew or loved.
After this year in particular, the Vigil was
ever so meaningful.
You are never alone, Friars.
National Suicide Prevention Hotline
1-800-273-8255
Providence College Counseling Center
401-865-2343
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Congress Updates

Security Update

by Emilia Bon Tempo ’22
Executive Student Congress Secretary

New On- and Off-Campus Initiatives Established in Response to
Rise in Crime
by Addison Wakelin ’22
News Co-Editor
CAMPUS
In the aftermath of the Oct. 5 allcampus security forum with the Office
of Public Safety and the Providence
Police Department, in which Providence
College students were able to vocalize
their concerns in the uptick with on- and
off-campus crimes, several initiatives
have been implemented to better
protect both the Providence College and
surrounding communities.
PC has recently announced the
creation of several measures to better
ensure that on-campus students feel
safe. These include the formation of a
Safety and Security Task Force, Friar
Nite Ride, a late-night shuttle service
for students on-campus and in the
surrounding neighborhoods, and the
return of self-defense classes.
For off-campus students, the
Providence Police Department has
stated that they will increase the number
of police officers assigned to weekend
police detail, along with an increase in
the undercover PPD officers patrolling
the surrounding neighborhood.
Pertaining to the rise in offcampus crimes, The 02908 Club, a
student housing center that many PC
upperclassmen students utilize for offcampus houses, has announced the
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CAMPUS
On Tuesday, Oct. 5, the Dean of
Students office and the 72nd Student
Congress hosted a public student
forum to address the concerns of
safety on and off campus after weeks
of incidents that took place in our
community. In attendance were not
only students across all grades, but
Fr. Kenneth Sicard O.P., Executive
President of Providence College;
Ann Manchester Molak, Executive
Vice President of Providence College;
Steven Sears, VP of Student Affairs
and dean of students; Eric Croce,
interim chief of Public Safety; and
Roger Aspinall of the Providence
Police Department.
The purpose of the forum was
to allow students to voice their
concerns, opinions, and thoughts,
and suggest possible solutions to the
safety and security of all students,
whether on- or off-campus. The
turnout of students was remarkable,
as ’64 Hall was not only filled
but actually overflowing— some
students had to stand outside the
doors.
Croce shared a PowerPoint
Presentation of events that were
recorded over the last few weeks
that took place both on campus and
in the surrounding neighborhoods.

creation of the 02908 Club Ambassador
Program.
On Oct. 13, Shannon Russell, The
02908 Club’s Operations Manager,
announced the implementation of
the program in an email to all tenants.
She states, “The ultimate goal [of the
program], though, is to have regular
communication between all groups
so that we can provide you with not
only an outstanding off-campus living
experience, but most importantly a safe
and respectful experience.”
The program will establish the
communication necessary for offcampus students to develop better
relationships with their houses, The
02908 Club, Providence College, the
police department, city officials, and
the surrounding neighborhoods. This
initiative comes as off-campus students
have voiced their concerns about the
rise in crimes that have occurred both
in and near off-campus student housing
these last few weeks.
These on- and off-campus initiatives
come as a response to the growing
concerns over the lack of accountability
of the Office of Public Safety and the
Providence Police Department over
these incidents. The proposed efforts
will seek to both better respond to and
control the incidents that have occurred
to protect both PC and the surrounding
neighborhoods.

Providence College
Welcomes Dr. John
Schwenkler
Humanities Forum
Continued from front page
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Dr. John Schwenkler specializes in philosophy of mind and action.

He also explained the CLERY Act,
which outlines what Public Safety
is mandated to report to the student
body. At the end of the presentation,
prior to students asking questions
and sharing experiences, Croce
proposed measures that were to be
taken by the Office of Public Safety
as well as the student body and the
Providence Police Department.
During the discussion, students
voiced concerns for their safety
within their own dorm buildings
and the security of others. Many
students that identified themselves
as off-campus students voiced
concerns over traveling off campus
as well as on campus during all
parts of the day. Other concerns
included the lack of communication
between Public Safety and students
when the events that occurred
directly compromised
students’
safety; students believed that they
were owed more communication
than they received. Both Croce and
Aspinall were able to take turns
answering questions as well as give
commentary to the experiences
shared by the students.
The Dean of Students Office
and the 72nd Student Congress are
thankful for the participation of the
student body and look forward to
continuing a prosperous relationship
with the Office of Public Safety and
the Providence Police Department.

Schwenkler brings Anscombe’s
life to PC because she was one of
the great Catholic moral guides of
the 20th century, developing “action
theory” in her 1957 book, Intention.
Action theory can be described
succinctly through the example of
Anscombe herself. As she is sitting
in her office using a pen on a piece of
paper, an observer would conclude
that she is writing. Her intentions
can be discerned through the
observation of her actions.
Through her application of “action
theory” to Truman, Anscombe held
that the murder of Japanese citizens
was not the byproduct of an attempt
to end the war, but the heart of
Truman’s intention in dropping the
atomic bomb. His intention was not
to end the war directly, but rather
to end the lives of innocent people
with the ultimate agenda of ending
the war. For Anscombe, Truman’s
actions and the suffering, pain,
and destruction of the Japanese
fall squarely into the definition of
murder.
Anscombe also fought against
the extremely popular notion of the
time that Truman chose the option
with the best outcome. Pulling from

Thomas Aquinas and other Catholic
doctrines, she says that in the
Christian faith certain things cannot
be done, no matter the consequences,
and one of these things is murder.
According to Anscombe and
Schwenkler, we must calculate what
is best only in the context of obedience
to God’s commandments. To step
outside of the commandments is to
step outside of trust in God’s plan
for the universe and its inhabitants,
or divine providence.
The lecture was followed by a
highly
insightful
question-andanswer session. Students took the
opportunity to delve deeper into the
life of Anscombe and argue about
the different schools of philosophy
that could be applied.
Following
Schwenkler ’s
presentation,
attendees
moved
into the Great Room in Ruane
for refreshments where students
and faculty continued their lively
conversation.
The Humanities Forums are a time
to come together at the end of the
week to reflect upon and consider
the big questions of humanity.
Those who were unable to attend
the lecture can access Schwenkler ’s
short
essay
“Untempted
by
Consequence: G.E.M. Anscombe’s
Life of ‘Doing the Truth’” on the
Commonweal Magazine website.
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Tensions Between Taiwan and China Rise

International Leaders Warn of Increasing Possibility of War

Chinese fighter jets were obsevred in Taiwan's airspace last week.

by Juliet Menz ’24
News Staff
WORLD NEWS
Taiwan’s Foreign Minister warns
that his nation is preparing for war with
China and urges Australia to increase
intelligence sharing and security
cooperation as Beijing intensifies military
intimidation. More than 35 aircraft from
the People’s Liberation Army (PLA)
have flown into Taiwan’s Air Defense
Identification Zone (ADIZ), prompting
the self-ruled island to deploy its own
air forces. Taiwan’s Foreign Minister,
Joseph Wu, declared that if the PLA were
to launch an actual strike, his democratic
state would be ready to repel it. Wu

PHOTO COURTESY OF ABC.NET.AU

believes that like-minded countries,
such as Australia, should now come to
Taiwan’s aid. “And so far, our relations
with Australia [are] very good and that
is what we appreciate,” Wu added.
Australia
does
not
formally
recognize Taiwan as an independent
nation diplomatically, but the federal
government regularly calls for a
“peaceful resolution” between them and
China without the threat or use of force
or coercion.
A report issued after last month’s
AUSMIN meetings between Australia
and the United States declared that “both
sides stated their intent to strengthen
ties with Taiwan, which is a leading
democracy and a critical partner for both
countries.” Along with closer security

ties, the Taiwanese Foreign Minister
thanked Australia for supporting
its efforts to join the Trans-Pacific
Partnership trade pact, now known as
the CPTPP, which China also wants to
enter. Earlier this year, America’s most
senior diplomat in Canberra confirmed
that Australia and the United States
were discussing emergency plans in case
a military conflict erupted over Taiwan.
Taiwan has also welcomed the recent
establishment of the AUKUS partnership
between Australia, the United Kingdom,
and the United States, as well as the
growing activity between the Quad
Allies (the U.S., India, Australia, and
Japan). “Australia is a great country,
and I’m very glad to see that Australia is
going to shoulder more responsibility to

maintain peace and stability in the IndoPacific,” Wu stated.
However, Wu said that unlike
Australia, his nation will not attempt
to acquire nuclear-powered submarines
because it has a “different war strategy.”
Defense analyst Professor Clinton
Fernandes from the University of
New South Wales warns it would be
difficult for the US and allies to prevent
an invasion attempt by China. “The
military center of gravity is China’s air
defense system in the south. It has the
ability to deny the United States control
of the air—if the United States cannot
control the air, it cannot win either at
land or at sea.” Professor Fernandes
does not believe China will launch
any military strike on Taiwan before
next year’s Beijing Winter Olympics
but warns something more coercive is
possible before the next U.S. presidential
election in 2024.
China’s testing of a nuclear-capable
hypersonic missile in August showed
a capability that caught the U.S. by
surprise. The report from the Financial
Times, citing five unnamed sources, said
the Chinese military launched a rocket
carrying a hypersonic glide vehicle that
flew through low-orbit space, circling the
Earth before traveling towards its target.
The missile missed the target by about
40 kilometers. “The test showed that
China had made astounding progress on
hypersonic weapons and was far more
advanced than U.S. officials realized,”
the report said, citing people briefed on
the intelligence.
China’s Ministry of Defense did not
immediately respond to a request for
comment. According to an editorial
published on Chinese state media outlet
Global Times, the U.S. is intentionally
spreading rumors that China is
developing its nuclear strategic weapons
to justify increased military expenditure.

Federal Judge Issues Ruling on Immigration Policy
MPP Policy To Be Reinstated in November
by Nicole Silverio ’22
News Staff
NATIONAL NEWS
The Biden administration announced Friday
that the Trump-era “Remain in Mexico” policy
will be reinstated in November after a federal
judge’s ruling.
The “Remain in Mexico” policy, also known
as the Migrant Protection Protocol (MPP), was
established in 2019 by former President Donald
Trump’s administration which enforces that
migrants reside in Mexican border cities as they
await their U.S. immigration court hearing.
President Joe Biden ended the policy on Jan.
20, the day he was sworn into office.
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
secretary Alejandro Mayorkas called for an end to
the policy, arguing that it barred several migrants
from attending their U.S. court hearings due
to unsafe conditions and a lack of resources in
Mexico.
The Trump administration implemented the
policy as they tackled an immigration crisis with
a daily average of 4,800 migrant apprehensions
at the U.S.-Mexico border. An estimated 70,000
migrants have been denied entry into the U.S.
while awaiting their court hearings as a result
of the MPP. Several migrants have resided in
Mexico for years due to the U.S. 's overwhelmed
immigration system and backlogs.
Republican-led states Texas and Missouri sued
the administration in April, claiming that their

ruling was unlawfully halted. The two states
claimed victory in the case after District Judge
Matthew Kacsmaryk of the Northern District of
Texas ruled in August that the Trump-era policy
must be reenacted. The Justice Department
appealed the court ruling to the U.S. Supreme
Court for an emergency state-of-order in an
effort to overturn the judge’s ruling. However,
the Court declined the request in a 6-3 decision
on Aug. 24, arguing that the administration had
failed to show that the decision was arbitrary or
capricious.
A day later, the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) appealed the Supreme Court’s
decision, but to no avail.
“The Department of Homeland Security
respectfully disagrees with the district court’s
decision and regrets that the Supreme Court
declined to issue a stay,” DHS said in an Aug. 25
press release.
The Biden administration is now legally
required to reinstate the policy, which they
plan to reenact in November if the Mexican
government agrees. The administration is looking
to revise the policy in order to combat Mexico’s
concerns, including increasing access to legal aid
for migrants and establishing a process to work
through court cases within a six-month period.
DHS announced Saturday that they filed a
court appeal once again in an effort to overturn
the ruling. The administration has continuously
emphasized their opposition to the policy.
Biden previously said via Twitter that the
policy is “dangerous, inhumane, and goes

against everything we stand for as a nation of
immigrants.”
“The Biden administration has been very clear
that MPP is not an immigration policy we agree
with or support,” a White House official recently
told Politico. “That’s why the Department of
Homeland Security immediately appealed the
court injunction once it was ordered.”
The administration has received backlash
from immigration advocates regarding both the
reimplantation of the MPP and for defending
the Trump-era Title 42, a public health order that
rejects migrants’ entry into the U.S. over COVID-19
concerns. On Saturday, advocates sparred with
Biden administration officials during a Zoom call,
with advocates arguing that the administration is
“playing politics with human lives.”
Activist Luis Guerra told Politico that the
administration is afraid of receiving backlash and
has not fought for the rights of asylum seekers.
“I think they’re afraid of backlash from antiimmigrant groups, and we’ll continue to remind
them that backlash will exist regardless of what
they do,” Guerra said. “We don’t actually believe
they’re doing everything in their power to actually
restore asylum at the border, the way that they
say that they’re trying to.”
The immigration crisis has worsened in the
months since President Biden has taken office,
with a recent influx of 15,000 Haitian migrants
seeking shelter under the Del Rio International
Bridge in Texas and the continuous influx of
migrants encountered by Border Patrol each
month.
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If Not Justice for Everyone, Then for Whom?
Addressing Racial Bias in News Coverage of Missing Persons
by Ashley Seldon ’24
Opinion Staff
SOCIETY

It has been impossible for the
tragedy of Jelani Day’s disappearance
and murder to get adequate news
coverage due to the prominence of
the Gabby Petito case. Day, a graduate
student at Illinois State University who
aspired to be a doctor, went missing on
Aug. 24. Two days after being declared
missing, deputies found his car in a
wooded area south of Illinois Valley
YMCA, with the clothes that Day had
been wearing when people last saw
him. Nine days after the car was found,
authorities found his body in the Illinois
River after police received a tip. In the
last week, autopsy reports shared the
grotesque detail that Day’s body was
found in the river with no organs or
eyeballs in his sockets. However, these
original reports are now being struck
down by LaSalle County police, saying
Day’s organs are not missing, but were
severely decomposed because of how
long Day’s body was floating in the
river. Day’s mother, Carmen Bolden
Day, has pointed out the differences
in the management of Gabby Petito’s
investigation versus her son’s. She
accuses the police department of
handling this case with no sense of
urgency or “drive.” The Black and
Missing
Foundation
co-founder,
Derrica Wilson, has commented on
this, saying, “They’re asking ‘But why
wasn’t the same attention or resources
dedicated to my loved one’s case’…

There’s a lot of Gabby Petitos in the
Black and Brown community.” Carmen
Day has recently requested federal
help to find out how her son ended
up in the river. The police have not yet
confirmed Day’s case as a homicide
because they are awaiting results from
toxicology tests.
The details of Petito’s case have
remained in the headlines for weeks.
Whenever
new
information
is
presented, it is covered by all major
news stations and done thoroughly.
Her tragic story is interesting for
many reasons. One is that Petito and
her boyfriend Brian Laundrie had a
YouTube channel with 6,000 subscribers
where they have a vlog posted of
their travels. The transparency is also
interesting. Her boyfriend, Laundrie,
returned from their trip early without
her, forcing her parents to launch an
investigation. Many have been invested
in the Petito case since the declaration
of her disappearance, with the FBI
helping quickly to find her body. Now,
there is a special called “48 Hours” on
CBS and Paramount+ that goes over
the disappearance of Petito and the
hunt for Laundrie.
The differences between the cases
are, first, that Petito had a small social
media following. Second, Petito’s
murder seems to have to do with a
domestic violence dispute. Third,
Jelani Day was a Black man, and Gabby
Petito was a white woman.
It is pretty apparent that Petito’s
boyfriend killed her, or at least that he
knows something. The only work left
for the police is to track Laundrie down.
Day’s case is a more time-consuming

and, therefore, costly investigation.
This immense effort is not something
the deputies in his county seem to want
to put forth. Petito not only gets a CBS
program but also reports on protestors
outside of her boyfriend’s family’s house
in Florida. Not to say these efforts are
not sufficient and necessary to bring
about justice for Gabby, but have people
forgotten about Jelani Day, whose case
presents more questions and whose
death seems to have racial implications?
A black man being murdered in the
woods and his body ending up in a
river sounds more similar to a crime that
would have happened in the 1950s than
in 2021. However, it’s the true story of
Jelani Day.
The frequency of Petito’s story
being reported over Day’s is obvious,
which inherently puts the mysterious

death of a white woman at a higher
importance than the same fate of a
Black man. It is scary to think that the
perpetrators of crimes against Black
Americans are simply never found
or faced with any repercussions. This
cycle allows hate crimes to persist,
namely because no racist person has
to fear that the system will not protect
them. News stations will barely report
the case, police will give up on the
investigations after a few weeks, and
the federal government will act as
if they had not heard anything. This
country’s most elite systems do not
value the lives of African Americans.
America’s inability to report the cases
of marginalized groups and give them
sufficient investigations is a recurring
history in our biased justice system.
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Illinois State University graduate student, Jelani Day, prepared for a future that was
wrongfully stripped from him. Day’s family has yet to receive confirmation on who killed
him.

No Vacancies

PC Should Consider Alternative Housing Options for Students
by Sydney Gayton ’23
Opinion Staff
CAMPUS
Living with your friends is one of the best parts of
college and something that students look forward to
while in high school, sometimes even earlier. It offers a
new sense of freedom that is typically not experienced
until coming to college, where there are no parents telling
you to make your bed.
At Providence College, first-year students will
typically be in a traditional dorm-style room in buildings
separated by sex, with sophomores in either McCarthy
or Aquinas Hall, and juniors in one of the five on-campus
apartment buildings. Around 50% of students in each
senior class will choose to live off campus their senior
year on or around Eaton Street. This is also the only year
that the school allows students to live off campus.
While, in theory, it is nice to have most of the student
body on-campus, there is not enough housing on
campus to accommodate so many people. The lack
of housing has been made even more apparent with
the COVID-19 pandemic, as fewer juniors are going
abroad. Often, juniors will have to live in McCarthy
Hall because the entire class does not fit within the five
apartment buildings, which means that there are fewer
rooms in suite-style living for sophomores, who, after
Aquinas fills, are forced to live in first-year dorms, such
as Raymond Hall and St. Joseph’s Hall. This means even
less room in the first-year dorms, resulting in forced
quads or triples in rooms that are not meant to hold so
many people. It is a vicious cycle.
On its website, PC says that “freshmen, sophomores,

and juniors are required to reside on campus. It is college
policy that any student wishing to live off campus must
have permission from the Office of Residence Life.”
If the school allowed juniors to live off campus again,
there would be enough room in the apartments and
other dorms so that students would be able to live in a
building with their own grade and friends. Additionally,
no one should be forced to live in an office building, such
as Koffler Hall, just because the school does not have
enough rooms for its students.
On the Residence Life website page, PC
administration says, “We know that housing is an
important aspect of every student’s college experience.
At Providence College, we strive to create a comfortable
environment that compliments your academic pursuits.”
Whoever wrote that must have never used a communal
bathroom here.
Joe Sinicropi ’23, who currently lives in McCarthy Hall
as a junior, and was almost housed in a freshman dorm
during his sophomore year, says that “it’s frustrating
that the school has been unable to offer my friends and
I housing with our own grade, and won’t even allow us
to live with our other friends off campus. If there isn’t
room for us, we shouldn’t be forced to live somewhere
we don’t enjoy.”
This is not a new issue, either. There is a petition on
change.org from a few years ago calling for juniors to
be allowed to live off campus. The College changed its
policy to prohibit juniors from living off campus because
of “lost revenue” from meal plan and room and board
fees. This seems selfish and irresponsible on the College’s
part, as students are forced to pay thousands of dollars
a semester to be in an overcrowded room, which is not
conducive to creating a “comfortable environment that

compliments [our] academic pursuits.”
How can students be expected to maintain their
mental and physical well-being, as well as succeed in the
classroom, when their beds are touching their roommates’
and there isn’t even enough room for everyone to have a
desk? What is supposed to be a fun and rewarding part
of college feels a lot like a punishment.
There has been talk that a building similar to McCarthy
will be constructed in the next few years, but until then,
PC should allow some of its juniors to live off campus if
they wish to do so to help with its housing shortage.
If the College really cannot cope with losing revenue
from juniors living off campus despite the continually
alarming tuition increases every year, it should stop overenrolling the incoming classes or start building that new
dorm quickly (both of which seem more expensive than
letting some juniors live more comfortably off campus).

PHOTO COURTESY OF FERRAR ASSOCIATES

McCarthy Hall, formerly known at Suites Hall, is one of 15
residence buildings on PC’s campus, yet the College still
struggles to fit its students comfortably on campus.
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OPINION

The Economic Effect of the Pandemic
COVID-19 Continues to Cause Economic Issues

by Christina Charie ’25
Opinion Staff
SOCIETY

not provide sufficient income for a
family if childcare costs must also
be accounted for. For many families,
staying home with children is more
cost-effective than working and
paying for childcare. Companies, in
response, may offer higher wages to
compensate. The increased cost of
labor will fall upon the consumer in
the form of higher prices.
While additional unemployment
benefits may have reduced the number
of individuals in the labor force, if no
substantial change in unemployment
rates is observed within the coming
months, one must consider other
causes.
Additionally, many average
workers may not want to increase
their exposure or put vulnerable
families at risk. This fear will remain
in the minds of workforce members
until COVID-19 is eradicated.

The connective nature of the
economy results in several issues
at once, especially after major
disruptions such as the novel
coronavirus.
These factors have contributed to
the strain on the consumer in recent
months. An example of this consumer
strain can be found in the Southwest
Airlines flight cancellations over
Indigenous People’s Day weekend. If
air travel is at normal demand levels,
Southwest does not have the workers
it originally laid off because many
had to find new jobs for survival.
A vaccine mandate still might not
be the root factor contributing to the
employment shortage. Making the
assertion that working to end the
pandemic undermines the economy
is not completely true in all cases. If
people are afraid to physically go to
work, shop, or travel, the economy

will suffer.
The economy is in a transition
as the world frees itself from the
clutches of COVID-19. Companies
need time to react and manage
the new levels of demand for
products and services. Demand
has risen quickly to elevated levels
after much of the pandemic. This
outcome is unexpected, which
has caused manufacturers to halt
expansion under the assumption of
a long road to economic recovery.
The modern economy is more
fragile than many will admit. Once
the market balances and finds a
new equilibrium, inflation will fall.
Economic recovery is within
reach; however, consumers should
expect to experience difficulties
until the economy is able to
stabilize itself.

Eighty cargo ships sitting idle in
the Pacific Ocean. An incessant line
of “Now Hiring” signs displayed
in the grocery store. With a vaccine,
diminishing unemployment benefits,
and in-person school restarting, the
excuses for economic disruption
seem irrelevant. However, while
the COVID-19 vaccine is commonly
distributed in the United States,
certain countries that are hubs
of manufacturing, such as India
and China, continue to experience
outbreaks of COVID-19. For instance,
Vietnamese textile factories have
recently shut down due to outbreaks.
Due to continuing COVID-19
concerns, factories still do not operate at
full capacity. Even when all the workers
themselves remain healthy, quarantine
is still a possibility for workers whose
families or friends may fall ill.
With
factories
still
limiting
operations, the number of workers
involved in good transportation is
decreasing. Crewmembers trapped on
a cargo ship for months may decide to
utilize their time in a more fulfilling
manner when the ship must wait
until an understaffed port can unload
cargo. As a result, goods may have no
way of getting to consumers. When
truck drivers were laid off after stores
closed their doors for months, many
found new positions of employment.
As a result, fewer people are working
to move goods from ports to various
locations across the country.
The pandemic may have also
PHOTO COURTESY OF FLICKR
caused individuals to realize the value Contrary to the world returning to many scenes of normalcy, COVID-19’s negative impact on the world’s economy unfortunately remains a
of their time. Minimum wage might prevalent issue.

Registration Frustration

Seniors Should Get More Priority in the Registration Process
by Erin Garvey ’22
Opinion Staff
CAMPUS
It is easy to forget the stress that comes with
class registration, as it can be exciting to create
a schedule in Schedule Planner. However, when
the time comes to register, Providence College
students wake up in a panic, worrying that
they will not get the classes that they have so
carefully planned their schedules around. At the
end of three years of stress, seniors should not
have to feel this sense of panic. Rather, because
of the little time that is left, seniors should have
priority to seats in a class.
Senior year is crunch time. It is the time for
capstones, special topics seminars and classes
needed to complete core requirements. This last
year of our college experience is dependent on
getting into necessary courses, so when those
classes fill too quickly and options deplete,
panic and anxiety set in.
While some majors do offer prioritized preregistration for seniors, others do not. It is this
inconsistency that leads to much unnecessary
stress on students as they enter their final
year. When it comes to actual registration day,
classes might already be nearly full due to other
pre-registration processes, including athlete
registration.
Additionally, this year’s seniors are facing
issues in registering for classes in their own

majors. In the psychology department, for example,
students who might be on the path towards a
graduate degree or job in the field of psychology
are not permitted to take any classes within the
department if the students have already fulfilled the
requirements that those courses offer. In this case,
it is actually the juniors who are receiving priority
treatment. There should be an adequate number
of seats available within classes of every major
department so that students in those majors are
able to take the courses that interest them and relate
to their future careers. For seniors especially, this
field experience could begin shortly after the spring
semester ends.
Each senior should be able to sit down with their
advisor and submit a complete list of classes they
need for that semester. This will allow administrators
and faculty to learn how many students need a seat
in specific classes and make the necessary changes
to allow for maximum students. Currently, the
system allows for an extremely limited number of
seats in each class, preventing most students from
having the ability to register. Oftentimes, this forces
students to send emails in an attempt to persuade
professors to open extra seats in the class.
This is not how seniors should be spending their
last year at PC. We should not be begging for seats
in classes, rather we should be focusing on work and
activities to celebrate our last year.
We have all been through the rigorous registration
process for three years, and we have all had to deal
with the dilemma of not getting a seat in a desired
class. While everyone cannot get all the classes

they may want, senior year is not the time to be
scrambling to fill a schedule.
Of course, while there is no guarantee that
this demand will be met in the coming weeks as
we approach spring registration, this template
should be considered for future registration
periods.
With more students being admitted and more
classes in high demand than in previous years,
it is imperative that each academic department
take a look within their offered classes to see if
this is really the most productive way to continue
for their students’ sake.
Seniors have had to deal with this frustrating
registration process, and it is time for muchneeded change. With the world changing
around us, it only makes sense to continuously
look within our own systems to see what needs
adjustment.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE PATRIOT POST

Senior students would experience less frustration if they
received more priority when registering.
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OPINION

by Nicole Patano ’22
Editor-in-Chief
EDITOR’S COLUMN
As this issue of The Cowl makes its way
onto stands around campus, I will likely
be checking into the Marriott—not to
quarantine, and not even in Providence.
Instead I will be on the other side of the

country, 3,000 miles from Providence
College, shirking my responsibilities as
editor-in-chief, ignoring my coursework,
and (hopefully) eating my weight in
authentic Los Angeles street food.
I am not the type to take a spontaneous
trip to California in the middle of the
semester. At this time freshman year,
leaving the library to take a spontaneous
walk around campus was not a thought
I would have entertained.
If you read my first editor’s column,
you will remember the rude awakening
I received on the first day of classes. No
matter how hard I worked to make my
first day as successful as possible, all of
my plans went down the drain because
of a faulty fire alarm. Since then, I have
come to expect that my perfectly laid
plans will be crumpled up, stomped on,
and thrown away—in the best possible
way.
It is impossible to plan your life
around certainties because one day,
you’ll get a random email from a
filmmaker asking you to fly out to LA
to be in a documentary. Well, maybe this
exact scenario won’t happen to you, but
you know what I mean.
If we have learned anything from the

TAN GENTS

& TIRADES

As Long As You Have Done Your
Best, You Have Done Enough
Being a college student is not an easy thing. It is
not just about getting good grades. It is a combination
of maintaining a good GPA, having a social life, and
simply just existing. Unfortunately, midterms add on to
the pressures of being a “good college student.”
While it is said that test scores do not define a person,
the pathways to a successful life seem to go against that
idea. When it comes to getting into one’s top choice of
graduate, law, or medical school, grades do matter.
Exam scores should not be misunderstood as a
measurement of what someone is and is not capable of.
The scores of assessments are typically based on what
one is able to remember within the given time of the
test, not how much a student comprehends a concept.
It is when individuals do not understand or
accept this reality about test grades that they begin to
subconsciously think less of themselves, creating more
stress in their efforts to become, as mentioned above,
the epitome of a “good college student.”
During this overwhelming time, it is important to
remain grounded and focus on the things that can be
controlled.
When students concentrate on the things out of their
control rather than those within it, they fall victim to the
workings of the mind, causing unnecessary anxieties
when, in reality, it is possible to control those thoughts.
				

COVID-19 pandemic, it is that you’d
be lucky to just have a wrench thrown
into your plans. Sometimes it felt like
everything but the kitchen sink was
stopping you from seeing friends or
taking a trip. I still remember receiving
the email from Dr. Stephen Lynch that
the Liberal Arts Honors Program trip
to Paris was canceled…less than one
week before our scheduled departure
and after I had already finished the onecredit course meant to prepare students
for the trip.
Although I was sad I would not be
able to walk through the streets of Paris,
I appreciated being able to go home
and, instead, take day trips to some
of the most beautiful public libraries
in Massachusetts. It wasn’t the same
experience as sitting in the Bibliothèque
Mazarine, but it was an experience
nonetheless.
This mentality has been invaluable
as I navigate the COVID-19 pandemic
and life as a college student. It is not
worth dwelling on missed opportunities
or stressing over potential problems. If
one door closes, open another one. If it’s
locked and you can’t find the key, I hear
a wrench works pretty well.

—Jezel Tracey ’24

A Rivalry of the Seasons: Why
Fall is Superior
Of all the geographic regions in the United States,
New England is typically the scapegoat for various
reasons. Whether it be the sports teams that frequently
win titles, the sometimes reckless driving in the cities,
or even the touchy personality of some locals, there is
always something with which people take issue about
New England.
An additional point of contention regarding New
England is also the weather. Famous for its long winters
and wet and dreary springs, the weather patterns that
New Englanders are subject to are often held against
this region of the country.
And while it may be true that the perpetually sunny
state of California is enticing during the throes of
February, New England has one weather attribute that
virtually no other state or region can boast about.
The ephemeral period of time wedged between the
jubilant days of summer and the long nights of New
England winters is autumn, and it is this season that
makes up for the deficiencies of every other.
During this time of year, the diminishing levels of
chlorophyll in deciduous trees give way to an array
of colors, which are entirely absent throughout the
preceding seasons.
The arrival of fall also means the advent of better
food. The cliché summer foods such as hamburgers and
hot dogs give way to apple cider donuts and pumpkin
pie.
And lastly, if not for fall, there would be no such
thing as the widely enjoyed pumpkin spice latte. It is
because of this very reason that every region, not just
New England, owes its gratitude to the season of fall.
—Joe Kulesza ’22

Subscriptions
Subscription rate for a weekly issue by mail
is $100 per year. Send payment to The Cowl, 1
Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918; make
checks payable to The Cowl. Student subscription is
included in tuition fee; issues are available around
campus on Thursday nights.

The Cowl is a proud
member of the Associated
Collegiate Press.
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Arts
&
Entertainment
WDOM’S Tune In Electrifies Campus
PC’s Radio Station Hosts Live Event

Tune In

A-Fue wrapped up his set and the show concluded.
Overall, Tune In was truly a magnificent event
to behold and take part in. Everybody involved
had a great time, and WDOM’s tireless work to
pull the show off ended up yielding great results.
The attendees loved it, and anticipation has
been properly built for Stuartstock in the spring.

Continued from front page
After McNamara followed St. Joe and the Dorms,
the closest group to a punk band at PC. The trio,
consisting of Conrad “The Comrade” Drezek ’25
on drums, Griffin “Griffin May” May ’24 on guitar
and vocals, and yours truly on bass and vocals, tore
through punk and rock classics and even some original
songs that they had written. The crowd was dancing
and singing along, and the band fed off this energy by
wildly jumping and running around the stage. The PA
system nearly fell over twice, Griffin’s guitar became
unplugged once, and Drezek broke at least one stick,
which just added to the wild nature of the show. One
must push every limit in the name of punk rock.
Once St. Joe and the Dorms finished up, Jack
Wilmot ’24 took the stage. Soon he had the crowd
hypnotized as he serenaded them with his
acoustic guitar and American Idol-worthy voice.
He performed originals as well as favorites such
as “Landslide” by Fleetwood Mac. At the end of
his set, he brought out surprise guest Shannon
Flaherty ’24 for a duet of “What If I Never Get Over
You?” by Lady A. The crowd ate it up, and by the
end of Wilmot’s set, it had ballooned noticeably.
The last act of the day was rapper Diego Avila
’22, also known as A-Fue. He took the stage and
immediately commanded the audience’s attention
with his charisma and attitude. His bars were endless
and hard-hitting. A-Fue had a natural swagger
that made him stand out from other rappers; he
was clearly enjoying himself, and that energy was
contagious. He also had several people from his
corner in the audience, and they loved every minute
of it. As the sun casted a poetic glow on the stage,
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Colin McNamara ’25 takes the stage at WDOM’s Tune
In, held on Slavin Lawn on Friday, Oct. 15.

Live From Smith Center, on a Tuesday Night

Six Gents’ Triumphant Return to the Stage
Six Gents
During the show, the group tapped into some of
the most important current issues on campus and
in the United States, including the anxiety-inducing
experience of asking for a to-go box at Raymond
Dining Hall and the inefficiency of the USPS. They
taught the audience what not to do when interviewing
for a job and how to distinguish between a Dean
Sears quote and an inspirational Home Goods sign.
One of the most popular sketches was “Ghost
Stories,” written by Cahill and Pisano. In it, a group
of friends tells ghost stories while sitting around one
of the fire pits on Slavin lawn. They soon learn that
not everyone is cut out for storytelling, or paying
their taxes. Another popular sketch, written by
O’Connell, required Grosso (Hugo), Pisano (Kim),
and Benjamin (Ted) to attend throuple’s therapy.
In addition to their interpersonal problems, the
throuple must also deal with the ignorance and
bigotry of their therapist, played by O’Connell.
Most of the show’s attendees were seniors,
which can be attributed to Six Gents being unable
to perform live last year. “When I joined Six Gents
during our ‘COVID year,’ said Benjamin, “we
weren’t able to have any shows, so most people
forgot about us. Now that those restrictions are
being lifted, Six Gents is ready to introduce ourselves
to the underclassmen who haven’t met us yet!”
Despite the smaller venue—Six Gents usually
performs in the Angell Blackfriars Theatre—and
crowd size, Vennard said that the audience was
“great and interactive.” One audience member,
Alexander Cannon ’22, stated, “I saw the Six Gents’
performance and thought it was hilarious. As one of
the 140 people in attendance, I think that they would

PHOTO COURTESY OF @SIXGENTS ON INSTAGRAM

Continued from front page

benefit from and deserve a much bigger budget.”
Six Gents received half of the budget they
requested from Student Congress, which is necessary
for purchasing props, costumes, and equipment.
However, they are not letting that stand in the way
of their success, planning two more shows this
semester and an additional three next semester. The
group’s next show date has yet to be determined,
so Vennard encourages everyone to “please stay
tuned with the Six Gents instagram @sixgents.”
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Late Night Madness 2021
The PC Tradition Returns
by Grace Whitman ’22
A&E Staff
ON-CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT

This year’s Late Night Madness was not the
traditional event Providence College students
know and love. Most called it “Late Afternoon
Madness” because it started at 4:30 p.m.
Nevertheless, hundreds of students packed
into Alumni Gymnasium on Friday, Oct. 15
for the 2021 Late Night Madness Celebration.
The celebration kicked off the 2021-2022
seasons for the Providence College Men’s and
Women’s Division I Basketball Teams and began
with a black and white scrimmage for the men’s
basketball team. Seating in the gymnasium
was split into upper and lower classmen, who
received black and white shirts, respectively.
The black team defeated the white team, 65-63,
after two short overtime periods. AJ Reeves ’22
led his team to victory with 31 points, shooting
7-11 from three and 11-16 overall from the field.
Like the student spectators, both the
cheerleading and dance teams were split into
two groups, half wearing black uniforms and
the other half wearing white. After being away
from the court for over a year, both teams
were ready to support the basketball teams.
Dance team captain Grace Ferguson ’22 said,
“I am so grateful that after such a long time
away we got to kickoff this basketball season
the way we’re meant to. Being able to step on
the court again is a feeling I’ll never forget.”
After a quick break after the black and
white Scrimmage, students returned to Alumni
Gymnasium for the actual Late Night Madness.
The Cheerleading and Dance Teams returned to
the court for a joint performance of a mashup
of songs that included “Fight Night” by Migos
and “Industry Baby” by Lil Nas X for the Dance
Team and “Fergalicious” by Fergie and “Level
Up” by Ciara for the Cheerleading Team.
Next, Providence-based rapper Jon Hope
took the mic and sang one of his new songs
off his upcoming album. Many students
recognize Hope from his role as the emcee
for the men’s basketball team at the Dunkin’
Donuts Center for the past 13 years. Typically,
he hypes up the crowd and commentates
on games like the Friar Shoe Shuffle.
Hope then introduced the players on the
women’s and men’s basketball teams. Through a
tunnel of cheerleaders and dance team members,
each player danced their way through the tunnel
to the walk-up songs they individually chose.
Next, there was a 3-point contest where
AJ Reeves ’22 and Julia Fabozi ’24 emerged
victorious against three other teams.
To end the celebration, Aileen Deegan ’23
and Dory Aine ’24 were selected for the halfcourt shot contest. Although they both took
good shots, neither student succeeded in
winning the $5,000 prize. This challenge has
become a bucket list item for many students
after Maggie Mckenna ’20 made the Sports
Center Top 10 when she made a half-court
shot in 2019 at the Dunkin’ Donuts Center.
The men’s basketball team starts its regular
season at the Dunkin’ Donuts Center against
Fairfield University on Nov. 9 at 7:00 pm.
The women’s team’s regular season starts
on the same day in Alumni Hall against Yale
University at 4:00 p.m. Now that students are
allowed to attend games, they can look forward
to full student sections and lots of Friar spirit.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Hidden Picasso Painting Found Using Artificial Intelligence
New Technology Uncovers Century-Old Secret Beneath A Famous Work
by Claudia Fennell ’24
A&E Staff
ART
Even from beyond the grave, famous
Spanish artist Pablo Picasso is finding
ways to continue to amaze art lovers.
Picasso started creating his
artwork at the turn of the 20th
century, when modern art was
becoming increasingly popular.
Picasso is honored as the founder of
the Cubism movement, a modern art
style of painting involving figures
and shapes that challenges viewers to
see art in a nontraditional way. He is
also famous for paintings such as Les
Demoiselles d’Avignon, The Weeping
Woman , and The Old Guitarist.
Picasso passed away in 1973 at the
age of 91 and left behind a lifetime of
priceless art pieces that are admired by
the public in various museums. One of
his works that is currently receiving
significant attention is a painting from
1903 titled The Blind Man’s Meal.
Recent x-ray imaging of this painting
has shown a hidden figure painted
underneath the blind man. The newly
revealed painting is now being referred
to as The Lonesome Crouching Nude.
This discovery was made possible
by Oxia Palus, a company that uses
modern technology to restore lost
art. It was founded by George Cann
and Anthony Bourached, a team of
PhD candidates in machine learning
from the University College London.

They use x-ray imaging, digital the company started out by using x-rays
scanning, and artificial intelligence. to reveal the figure that was painted
In the case of the Picasso paintings, over. Then they used image processing
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The Lonesome Crouching Nude, the Picasso painting found under The Blind Man’s Meal.

to find the outline before employing
trained artificial intelligence to “paint
in” the hidden figure in the style of
Picasso. The end result was an AIgenerated digital reproduction of
the work that Picasso created over
a century ago. This was then 3-D
printed onto an AI-generated canvas,
which is on display at the Deeep Ai
Art Fair in Shoreditch, East London.
The revealed image is of a female
nude figure that Picasso would have
painted in his Blue Period, right at the
beginning of his art career. This period
lasted from 1901-1904 and showcased
sorrowful subjects, painted mostly in
the color blue. Picasso was young at
this point in his life and did not have
much money, so art supplies were
often hard to come by. When speaking
to CNN, George Cann explained, “He
was poor and artist materials were
expensive, so he likely painted over
the former work with reluctance.”
The second painting that he ended
up creating on that canvas turned
into one of his most famous from this
time period in his life, so perhaps
Picasso made the right choice.
However, his original work on
that canvas has finally been exposed,
revealing a beautiful figure that had
been concealed for so long. Thanks
to the help of artificial intelligence,
there is great potential for other
mysteries of historic artwork to
be discovered in the near future.

Remembering Ruthie Tompson

The Pioneering Animator’s Legacy Lives On
by Grace O ’Connor ’22
A&E Staff
FILM
Animator Ruthie Tompson’s contributions to
Disney did not go unnoticed over the course of
her lifetime, and will continue to be honored after
her passing. Through her work on films from Snow
White to The Rescuers, she proved herself to be a
dedicated and talented woman. As Walt Disney CoExecutive Chairman and Chairman of the Board, Bob
Iger, expressed, “While we will miss her smile and
wonderful sense of humor, her exceptional work, and
pioneering spirit will forever be an inspiration to us all.”
During her long life of 111 years, Tompson saw
Disney evolve from its humble origins to its status
as a mainstay of American culture today. She lived
near Disney Brothers Studio in the 1920s. According
to Deadline, when reflecting on those years, she said,
“once Roy [Disney] asked us, neighborhood kids, to
play tag in the street, while he photographed us with
a movie camera.” She recalled how he insinuated it
was for character studies in movement, explaining
how she “supposed it was for the Alice Comedies.”
She added how “he paid each of us a quarter,
which I was glad for because I could buy licorice.”
This early experience ignited Tompson’s interest
in Disney, and she went on to become a painter in
the studio’s Ink & Paint Development Department.
Tompson started her career with Disney at 18
years old, quickly working her way up through the
ranks. She is best known for her animation work
in Disney’s first full-length animated feature, Snow
White. As Walt Disney World News Today explains,
she went on to work on Disney Classics such as
Dumbo, Sleeping Beauty, Mary Poppins, and The
Aristocats. According to Disney Insider, Tompson

was then promoted to the final checker position,
where she reviewed animation cells before they were
photographed onto films. Notably, in 1948, Tompson
made history in Disney’s camera department when
she became “one of the first three women admitted
into the International Photographers Union.” This
impressive accolade speaks to her skill and hard work.
Tompson dedicated 40 years to Disney, eventually
retiring in the 1970s. She was honored by Disney
Legends Program in 2000 for the incredible work
that she did throughout her time with the company.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE WALTDISNEYCOMPANY.COM

Disney animator Ruthie Tompson.

As Filmmaker Leslie Iwerks expressed, “Ruthie was
a true Disney Legend. As a young girl who began
as an ‘extra’ in the 1920s Alice Comedies—she
was directed by Walt Disney himself and watched
over the shoulders of Roy O. Disney and [Disney
Legend] Ub Iwerks, working the silent cameras—
and living to 111 years old, she was the only person
still alive who had known Walt Disney since his
earliest Hollywood years.” Tompson’s contributions
will always be remembered as monumental,
and for helping to make Disney what it is today.
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Album Review: Coldplay’s Music of the Spheres
A Look at the Band’s Much-Anticipated Return
by Madison Palmieri ’22
A&E Co-Editor
MUSIC

Although Fall 2019 was only two years
ago, it seems like it was a lifetime ago. It
should come as no surprise, then, that fans of
Coldplay have been anxiously waiting for the
beloved British rock band to announce their
ninth studio album since the November 2019
release of their eighth record, Everyday Life.
To fans’ delight, the band began teasing cryptic
images and symbols on Instagram in late April,
with a link taking viewers to an enigmatic site called
“alienradio.fm.” Soon after, Coldplay shared that
they would be releasing a new song titled “Higher
Power” on May 7. With uplifting lyrics and a sound
reflective of the group’s 2011 album Mylo Xyloto, it
was an instant hit. Some superfans even dubbed the
undeniably catchy tune “the song of the summer.”
On July 20, Coldplay announced that their ninth
studio album, titled Music of the Spheres, would
arrive on Oct. 15. Over the course of the next several
months, they released two more singles from the
much-anticipated record, “Coloratura” and “My
Universe.” The former is a dreamy, strings-heavy
escapade into outer space; the latter is a feelgood pop bop that features K-Pop superstars BTS.
From these first peeks at Music of the Spheres,
it appeared that the album would display
the zest for life found on Coldplay’s 2015
record A Head Full of Dreams as well as their
attention to the interconnectedness of all life
on Earth as expressed on Everyday Life—and,
as the dancing aliens in the official music
video for “Higher Power” suggested, address
the interconnectedness of the entire universe.
These speculations proved to be correct. The
first track, “Music of the Spheres,” features a
cryptic message and space-wave sound. Notably,
bits of its melody are reminiscent of that of
“O,” a song from the band’s 2014 album, Ghost
Stories. With a length of just under one minute,

this instrumental is the perfect prelude to track
two, “Higher Power,” and the album as a whole.
The third song is the upbeat, drum-heavy
“Humankind.” Opening with distorted vocals
intended to mimic alien language, the track
explores an extraterrestrial attempt to contact
the earth, concluding that “we’re capable
of kindness/So they call us humankind.”
“Alien Choir” is another instrument-driven
track. Backed by a haunting chorus of “ahs,” it
creates a mysterious, slightly eerie atmosphere
similar to the opening of “Cemeteries of
London” from Coldplay’s smash-hit 2008
record Viva La Vida or Death and All His Friends.
The fifth song on Music of the Spheres features
Selena Gomez in an unexpected but well-matched
duet with Coldplay frontman Chris Martin. The
pair tells the story of a lost love, incorporating
the album’s celestial motif throughout with
references to the moon and the stars. Notably,
the melody of the chorus is reminiscent of that
of “Now My Feet Won’t Touch the Ground”
from Coldplay’s 2008 EP Prospekt’s March.
“Human Heart” is one of the album’s standout
tracks. Featuring We Are KING and Jacob Collier,
the song explores the stereotypes associated with
masculine and feminine displays of emotion,
concluding that we’ve all “only got a human
heart.” Sung in the style of a church hymn, “Human
Heart” is quietly powerful, gently asserting that
our complex feelings, and even our humanity
at large, defy social constructs and stereotypes.
The seventh song on Music of the Spheres is the
album’s most political track. Indeed, with heavy
guitar riffs and references to “a man who swears
he’s God/Unbelievers will be shot” and “a turnin’
of the tide/We’re no longer gonna fight for/
Some old crook and all his crimes,” “People of the
Pride” recalls the revolutionary energy of earlier
Coldplay tracks like “Violet Hill” and later efforts
like those of Everyday Life. Although it is not quite
clear whether the band is criticizing one particular
political phenomenon or modern sociopolitical

strife as a whole, the line “We’ll all be free to
fall in love/With who we want” is a clear
reference to the LGBTQ+ rights movement.
“Biutyful,” like “Humankind,” makes use of
distorted vocals to imitate an extraterrestrial
perspective. Upbeat yet tranquil, it seemingly
details the friendship between a human and
an alien. At 22 seconds, “Music of the Spheres
II” is Music of the Spheres’ shortest and perhaps
most mysterious track. Indeed, listeners only
begin to recognize the cheers of a crowd mixed
with cryptic language as the track smoothly
transitions into “My Universe,” suggesting
its use as a prelude to the BTS feature.
“Infinity Sign” opens with a dizzying
xylophone-like sound. Curiously, vocals do
not appear until halfway through the song,
and only manifest in the background of the
track. Although the words uttered are not
immediately clear, according to Genius, they are
the repetition and echo of the phrase “Spritius
sanctum,” which is Latin for “Holy Spirit.”
Overall, Music of the Spheres explores themes
familiar to Coldplay’s discography, such
as an appreciation for life and unity across
differences of nation and culture, but takes
these motifs in a new, intriguing direction
with the album’s celestial, extraterrestrial
theme. The band’s long-standing attendance
to political issues is apparent, as well.
Sonically, Music of the Spheres represents a
union of the old and new. Familiar melodic
bits combine with innovative use of voice
distortion technology and instrumental
composition to evolve the band’s sound.
Over the course of their twenty-year career,
Coldplay has continued to reinvent themselves
and has also continued to meet with commercial
and critical acclaim. Music of the Spheres will
likely be no exception, but rather further indicate
that the band will continue to be successful with
whatever future musical visions they bring to life.

Album Review: Life of a Don

Don Toliver’s Ingenuity and Inspiration From Travis Scott
by Talia Rueda ’23
A&E Staff

MUSIC
Don Toliver released his second
studio album on Oct. 8, 2021. Although
the tracks were entirely original,
they also sound quite familiar.
This is because hip-hop legend
Travis Scott doubles as Toliver ’s
mentor and friend. Scott discovered
Toliver, and it is clear why the
prolific rapper saw a future with the
up-and-comer. Not only are both
artists originally from Houston,
TX, but they also share an uncanny
taste in hip-hop production and
promote similar artistry. Whether
speaking in terms of their luxurious
lifestyles, high fashion, or tailored
sounds, they have become a
d y n a m i c d u o i n t h e i n d u s t r y.
Life of a Don presents the point
of view of someone with newfound
fame who is under the wing of a
m e n t o r, b u t a l s o a t t e m p t i n g
to strike out on his own. Toliver
joined Scott’s record label, Cactus
Jack, in early 2017. His privilege of
learning to navigate the industry
from one of the most accomplished
artists of this generation is
apparent throughout the album.
Toliver has certainly experienced
Scott’s endeavours firsthand,
Life of a Don explores his feelings
regarding his own fame, as he
finds that he is now the one in
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The cover art for Life of a Don, the new album from Don Toliver.

the spotlight. His lyrics express
that he would rather count his
money or break a girl’s heart
than deal with the complications
of life in the spotlight. While
Scott, among other acclaimed
musicians, has graduated from
the shock of being famous, this
extremely familiar theme appears
in many artists’ albums.
I t is almost a rite of passage for
musicians to contemplate their life
decisions when they have achieved
a certain degree of success.
I r o n i c a l l y, t h i s i s w h a t i s
most interesting about Toliver ’s
new project. Although it is not
extremely original with regard to
production, the album’s normality

reminds listeners what they love
about the current era of hip-hop.
Furthermore, the sound that the
Cactus Jack team promotes is
not only one of high production
quality, but also eff ervescence.
Scott, in particular, is known for
his unreal sound design that makes
listeners wonder how he and his
team possibly constructed the
beats on a computer. Naturally,
these same aspects appear in
Life of a Don, especially with its
synthetics. Despite this influence
Toliver certainly brings his own
niche elements to the project.
Indeed, while Toliver certainly
benefits from being an apprentice
of Travis Scott, he has also found

his own speciality with the vocal
melodies that flow so easily from
him. For instance, on his single
“OUTER SPACE,” Toliver ironically
conveys the song’s intensity with
the natural lightness of his vocals.
The parts of this and other songs
that truly get the listener ’s blood
pumping are those Toliver narrates
with the murky subtleness of his
melodies. In simple terms, he’s
relaxed and ready at the same
time; he breathes life into his
lyrics with this lightening sound.
Toliver ’s second studio album
captures so many aspects that
listeners love about today’s
era of electrifying hip-hop.
Following the techniques of
Travis Scott is clearly one of the
smartest things a new artist can
do to gain traction, but offering
a fresh perspective on hiphop will keep him afloat in the
ever-growing hip-hop industry.
Indeed, Scott may be the
master of highly-textured sound
design, but his mentee might
be the genius when it comes to
the soft and glossy elegance on
which hip-hop melodies thrive.
Clearly anticipating these
elements from Toliver ’s second
studio album, avid fans and
curious listeners alike launched
Life of a Don to number one on
the Apple Music pre-add chart.
The album is now available
for purchase and streaming.
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“Super” News for Fans of Superman
New Installment of Comic Book Series Makes History
by Nikki Idelson ’22
A&E Staff
COMICS
Fans of the Superman comics
are being graced with a new issue
this November. This installment
of the “Superman: Son of Kai-El”
series will push the boundaries of
comic books in a way that no issue
in the series has done before. In this
forthcoming issue of this “Superman”
comic book, the fifth in the series,
Superman will be depicted as bisexual.
According to CNN, those that know
the comics well will know that “every
comic iteration of Superman has been
besotted with longtime love Lois
Lane.” However, in this new issue,
the love interest for Superman—who
is not Clark Kent, but rather his and
Lois’ son—will be unlike any explored
in the comic book series thus far. CNN
explains that the comic book “will
confirm that the new Superman—
Jon Kent—is bisexual after falling
for Jay Nakamura, a male reporter.”
The issue, which promises readers
unexpected twists and turns, will
follow Jon Kent “becoming Earth’s
new Superman” and “grappl[ing] with
the immense weight of his new gig.”
This is where Jay Nakamura comes
into the story. He acts as a comforting
shoulder for Kent. Nakamura
is depicted as a “bespectacled
writer with a bubble-gum pink
mop,” but not much else is known
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A first look at Jon Kent and Jay Nakamura in the upcoming comic “Superman: Son of Kai-El.”

about the character at this time.
Released “images from the comic
show [Kent and Nakamura] sharing a
kiss and sitting together atop a building,
their legs dangling off the edge.” The
writer for this installment, Tom Taylor,
commented on the news of Superman

being depicted as bisexual. According
to DC Comics, he said, “Superman’s
symbol has always stood for hope,
for truth, and for justice. Today, more
people can see themselves in the
most powerful superhero in comics.”
Evidently, this new Superman

comic will not only provide readers
with enjoyment in its depiction
of the hero’s adventures, but also
provide inclusion for members of
the LGBTQ+ community. As comic
books have historically depicted
relationships between a man and a
woman, including earlier Superman
comics, this latest installment in the
“Superman” series will be pivotal in
showing that love can be found in
all different types of relationships.
In the past few years, DC Comics,
the company under which Superman
is licensed, has become increasingly
inclusive of the LGBTQ+ community.
According to CNN, they have
incorporated “the character Tim
Drake, one of the many Robins to fight
alongside Batman, [who] accepted a
date from a male admirer” into their
comics. Another example of DC’s
LGBTQ+ inclusion are comics about
“Batwoman, also known as Kate
Kane, who at one point was punished
for her relationship with another
woman under the US military’s
former ‘Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell’ policy.”

DC Comics has certainly made great
strides in inclusion by incorporating
characters of all different backgrounds
and sexualities into their stories. Fans
of the Superman comics should be
sure to check their local comic book
store or website on Nov. 9 to pick up
a copy of this historic comic book.

Squid Game: It Has Nothing To Do With the Sea Creature
Viral Netflix Show Leaves Viewers Shocked and Wanting More
by Riley Coyne ’24
A&E Staff
TELEVISION
Claiming the number one spot in the
Top 10 Today section on Netflix for nearly
a week, Squid Game is all people can talk
about right now. Since the premiere of the
show on Sept. 17, it has officially become the
most-watched show on Netflix of all time.
According to the streaming platform itself,
Squid Game has racked in 111 million viewers,
“making it our biggest series launch ever.”
The popularity for this show originated
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A scene from the smash-hit Netflix series, Squid Game.

in Korea, since it was originally written in
Korean and is set in Seoul. However, the
series quickly blew up in the United States
after English voiceover and subtitles were
added. This allowed the show to reach a
much broader audience outside of Korea.
However, critics such as comedian Youngmi
Mayer have expressed that the translation
was poorly done. After watching the series,
Mayer took to Twitter saying, “Not to sound
snobby, but I’m fluent in Korean and I watched
Squid Game with English subtitles and if you
don’t understand Korean you didn’t really
watch the same show. Translation was so
bad. The dialogue was written so well and
zero of it was preserved.” The situation is

unfortunate for viewers outside of Korea.
The basis of the show concerns 456 players
that agree to sign up for a series of games in
an attempt to win the cash prize offered so
they can repay the overwhelming amount of
debt that they are suffering from. They play
children’s games popular in Western culture,
such as Red Light Green Light and Tug of War,
as well as other games exclusive to Korean
childhood like the titular Squid Game and a
game with a honeycomb, known as dalgona.
The idea is similar to that of the popular book
and movie series, The Hunger Games . Players
are pitted against each other to win the prize
money that is at stake. Players who mess up
or do not complete the game in the given time
frame are eliminated, except there’s one catch:
When the rules stated that contestants would be
eliminated from the game, they forgot to specify
that the elimination would be of the permanent
variety. These games, like the Hunger Games,
quite literally mean life or death for the players.
South Korean fashion model HoYeon Jung
made her acting debut in this season and the
response has been nothing but positive for
her beloved character Sae-Byeok. Jung only
had roughly a hundred thousand followers on
Instagram before the debut of Squid Game , and
now, after just a few weeks of the series’ release,
she has over twenty million. This drastic
increase in Jung’s social media following further
emphasizes how big of a hit the show has become.
While a second season has yet to be confirmed
by producers, fans assume, and certainly hope,
that there will be a sequel, especially considering
the questions left unanswered in the first season.
What, exactly, are those questions? Those
interested will have to watch Squid Game
and discover the chaos for themselves.
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Album Preview: Adele’s 30

The Music Icon’s Much-Anticipated Return
by Olivia Riportella ’25
A&E Staff
MUSIC
Fans of Adele should prepare
to get their tissues out, because
the iconic musician is back to take
them on an emotional rollercoaster
with her fourth studio album.
The singer ’s newest creation is
titled 30, continuing the tradition
established by her first three
albums of naming them after
the age she was when creating
them. This will be the icon’s first
album in six years, bringing about
much anticipation from fans.
Ad ele first hinted as to what
her latest sound will be like with
the release of her single “Easy on
Me” on Oct. 15. This heartbreaking
song allows listeners a glimpse
into the “inner turmoil” that
Adele has confirmed to be facing
recently in her personal life.
The release of this single also
came with a moving new music
video from the singer. The video
was filmed in Quebec by esteemed
director Xavier Dolan, with whom
Adele has reunited for y et anot her
collaboration. It features vintage
black-and-white cinematography
for the majority of the video,
creating a somber mood, before

ultimately switching to color. It is
just as tear-jerking and beautiful
as fans could have imagined after
initially listening to the song.
The music video also exemplifies
the major themes Adele explores
on 30. This album follows the
singer ’s divorce from Simon
Konecki, with whom she shares a
young son. She created it for her
son, Angelo, as she wants him
to understand why his parents’
divorce was necessary despite
the hardships it created. Adele

described this life-altering event as
“the most turbulent period of my
life,” which is certainly evident in
the gut-wrenching glimpse into the
album that “Easy on Me” and its
accompanying music video provide.
30 is anticipated to be Adele’s
most personal album yet. In a
heartfelt interview with Vogue
magazine, she explained, “It’s
sensitive for me, this record, just in
how much I love it. I always say that
21 doesn’t belong to me anymore.
Everyone else took it in their hearts
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so much. I’m not letting go of this
one. This is my album. I want to
share myself with everyone, but I
don’t think I’ll ever let this one go.”
Adele has confirmed that
30 will be released on Nov. 19,
2021, by Columbia Records. It
was produced by Greg Kurstin,
Max Martin, and Shellback,
who also worked on her last
album, 25, in 2015. This album
is expected to be one of the most
successful commercial releases
of the year, based on Adele’s
remarkable track record. The
iconic singer has 15 Grammys,
world-record-setting sales, and
sixteen No. 1 hits to her name.
An exciting element of 30 that
is unlike any of Adele’s previous
releases, the album is expected to
be available on streaming services
upon its initial release. This is a
significant departure from her
traditional release method. For
instance, her last record, 25, was
out for seven months before
appearing on streaming services.
The singer isn’t completely
abandoning her tradition, however,
as Vogue reports that Adele is
“adamant that [the album] come
out in tangible form,” releasing
it on CD and vinyl, as well.

The cover art from Adele’s much-anticipated fourth album, 30.

A Touching Tribute to Princess Diana

Kristen Stewart Set to Bring the Beloved Icon to Life in Spencer
by Kate Picone ’22
A&E Staff
FILM
The new Princess Diana movie,
Spencer, comes to theaters Nov. 5,
2021 and is expected to take the box
office by storm. Princess Diana has
influenced the United States and British
society in fashion, feminism, and
humanitarianism since she entered the
royal family in 1981 when she married
Prince Charles. Since her tragic death,
coverage of her life, marriage, and
relationship with the Crown have
only increased. Books, movies, and,
most recently, the television series The
Crown have endeavored to tell the real
story of her life in the royal family.
Spencer, the newest adaptation
of Diana’s experiences, is expected
to explore the three days before she
separated from Prince Charles at
Sandringham during the Christmas of
1991. While the movie is not out yet,
the trailer gives the audience a good
indication that this will be the closest
account of Diana’s life in the last few
days of her stint under the Crown’s
direct rule to be conveyed on the screen.
Kristen Stewart stars as Diana, and
her performance as the late princess
has been praised as “a mega stroke
of genius” by the New York Times’
Kyle Buchanan. Stewart’s authentic
emulation of Lady Di is important
since, unlike other television shows
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A first look at Kristen Stewart as the late Princess Diana in the new film Spencer.

and films about her life, Spencer is
more concerned with her than with the
royal intrigue that came to shape her
life. The film’s title, which is her maiden
name, is the first indication of this
unique approach to telling her story.
A second indication comes
with the first trailer for the film.
Throughout the clip there are many
close-up shots of Princess Diana’s
face, suggesting that viewers should
focus on her emotions and reactions
to the paparazzi, her husband, and
her mother-in-law—the queen herself.
Another interesting aspect of this
film is that it examines the princess
after she had been a member of the
royal family for a significant period

of time. Spencer sees her enduring
her husband’s affair, constant scrutiny
from the royal rules, and attacks from
paparazzi. Indeed, Stewart’s Diana is in
an incredibly raw and vulnerable state.
In the trailer, Prince Charles is
seen explaining to Diana that she has
to be two people: one that she shows
to the public and one who she can
be behind closed doors. This kind of
discussion is likely not far off from real
life as Diana was constantly reminded
to be a royal, not herself, by people
like her husband and the queen.
The trailer alone indicates that
Spencer will be a beautiful, sad, and
tragic story of a free spirit caged by the
regulations of a life she was pushed into.

In addition to Buchanan’s glowing
review of Stewart’s performance
in the titular role, other reviews
express that she played the part of
the late princess with a passion and
liveliness inspired by Diana’s legacy.
In a Venice Film Festival interview,
Stewart expressed that playing the
princess made her feel “free and
alive” and went on to describe her
as “a sparkly house on fire.” The
actress’ unique way of describing
Princess Diana further affirms the
seriousness with which she took the
assignment of bringing the beloved
icon to life as well as that Spencer
will be a touching dedication to
the loveable and iconic princess.
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ABOVE LEFT: On Oct. 18, The Board of Programmers
displayed pinwheels on Slavin Lawn at “1,000 Voices” to
commemorate college students who have lost their lives
to suicide.
ABOVE RIGHT: Brycen Goodine ’23 dribbled at “Late
Night Madness” on Oct. 15. The men’s basketball team
held a team scrimmage in Alumni Hall.
LEFT: Local vendors sold succulents, crafts, and other
items at the “Friars’ Market” hosted by BOP on Oct. 10
in Slavin Atrium.
BOTTOM: The Office of Student Activities & Photo Club
hosted “Pumpkin Carving” on Sunday Oct. 17 on Slavin
Lawn. Students posed while carving their pumpkins.
AIDAN CASTRICONE ’24/ THE COWL

SAMMI BUTTITTA ’23/ THE COWL

Photos compiled by Isabella Baffoni ’23, Photography Editor
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What is your favorite home-cooked
meal?

“Lasagna.”
Kaan Cebeci ’22

“French Toast.”
Myles Johnson ’24

“Chicken Parmesan.”
Emily Michels ’24

“Meatloaf and Mashed Potatoes with Gravy.”
Johnny Dankert ’23

“Stir-Fry.”
Spencer Johnson ’24

“Chili.”
Jess Slaton ’24

“Enchiladas.”
- Moira Rose
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PUZZLES

16 The Cowl

Hoopin’

Last Week’s Answers
ACROSS

DOWN

3. friarball
8. clamjam
9. twofriends
10. latenightmadness
11. civscream

1. finalsweek
2. blackandwhiteball
4. luwanepipkins
5. seniorweek
6. commencement
7. marchmadness

RIDDLE ANSWERS:
What can you hold in your right hand, but never in your
left hand? Your left hand
What can you catch, but not throw? A cold
When is a door no longer a door? When it’s ajar
What belongs to you, but everyone else uses it? Your name
What begins with an “e” and only contains one letter? An
envelope

The Riddler’s Rotunda
Why did the basketball player go to jail?
Why can’t basketball players go on vacation?
What do you call a pig that plays basketball?
Why are babies so good at basketball?

Created with the Combined Brain Power of The Puzzler ’23, The Riddler ’23, and The Brain Blaster ’23
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A Girl named Phoebe, a Boy named Avery,
and a Man named Clyde
by Taylor Maguire ’24
Portfolio Staﬀ
FICTION

The walls of the wooden
cabin shuttered as if the
ghost of Halloween’s past
drifted through it. Everyone
else inhibiting the lodge fell
into a deep hushed tone out
of fear that any loudly exchanged words would cause
us all to be consumed by
snow. The wall by the kitchen of the lodge was lined
with various postcards from
America, and there was a record player in the corner that
quietly played Frank Sinatra songs. I sat in the corner
alone, beside the window,
watching layers of snowﬂakes fall with an old copy
of Little Women I had discovered in the library around the
corner.
Avery suddenly appeared
at the bottom of the staircase.
Avery was my best friend
from college. We met in a
Greek Classics class where
the two of us would make
fun of the statues we read
about in Art History books.
He walked over in his pajamas and curled up on the
brown ottoman beside me.
“You seem worried,” he
says.
“Oh I’m ﬁne, the snow
doesn’t scare me,” I reply.
“You are from Michigan,”
he says.
“You didn’t get snow like
this in California?” I ask.
Avery lets out a chuckle.
“What does Clyde think of
everything?” he asks.
Clyde is the owner of
the lodge where we were
staying. He has a long,
thick white beard that curls
around his face, and a
pair of cherub pink apple
cheeks. He rents out rooms
to travelers for a cheap
price, and always makes
anyone a cup of chamomile tea with bread and
butter. Avery and I have
stayed here a little over a
week and in that time we
have gotten to know Clyde
quite well considering trav-

ellers typically stay here for
two nights tops.
“Clyde believes it’ll pass,
he’s more worried about
keeping everyone warm,” I
reply, turning a page in my
book without really absorbing the words of Louisa May
Alcott.
Clyde comes over and
drops an armful of sweaters
on the table in front of us.
They’re wool and are woven
into speciﬁc storytelling patterns.
“Don’t worry my youngest
travelers, they’re clean, they
belonged to my father years
ago,” he says. I picked up the
red one with a lion sewn on
the front of it and put it over
what I was wearing. Avery
put on a forest green one
that made his eyes appear to
sparkle deviously.
“What was your father’s
name?” I ask.
“Seamus Murphy. He was
a ﬁsherman. He left Ireland
when he was seventeen and
joined a bunch of other rugrat sailors. Met my mother
in Switzerland and he built
the lodge here with his own
two hands for me and my
four sisters,” Clyde replies.
“Clyde, you never mentioned you had sisters,” I say.
“Oh of course. There was
Saoirse, Roisin,
Clodagh,
and
Gracie.

We all grew up in this cabin.
You know, we were all very
close. When we were kids we
would run around the ﬁeld
and they would pretend to
be fairies and I would play
the Tolkien evil shapeshifter
known as the Pooka. We
were all guided by our fearless leader Roisin who had
this wild imagination. Roisin was the one who tucked
us in to bed each night and
would read us classic American literature before we
would fall asleep. She sewed
us each stocking caps to wear
in the winter, and she even
taught me how to tie my
shoelaces,” he sighs.
“I would love to see these
female versions of you,
Clyde. Where did they disappear to?”
Avery always had a knack
of getting someone to let
their guard down. He could
get anyone to willingly divulge their buried secrets. It
was a talent of his that was
very similar to witnessing a
car crash. It was too awful
to ignore; you couldn’t look
away out of fear of missing
what would happen next.
“The dynamic of our relationship didn’t survive the
burden of

life’s adversities. Shortly
after my father died from
a heart attack, Gracie wandered oﬀ into the woods
during a night like this. It destroyed my mother, but Roisin was never the same after
Gracie’s disappearance. We
stopped frolicking around
ﬁelds, and began cleaning
plates and sweeping ﬂoors
in between schooling. She
left home less than a week
after her 18th birthday and I
haven’t seen or heard from
her since. Saoirse and Clodagh moved with my mother
to America where they send
me postcards every month or
so,” he says.
“It's a shame really. For
such a beautiful home created through a parent’s love
for their children to be abandoned completely in the alps
of Switzerland,” Avery says.
There’s a hint of suspicion
in his voice that rings louder
than I believe he intends it to.
“Beauty can be a misleading facade, Mr. Avery. Besides, if the tragic history of
this home had not occured,
I wouldn’t meet the strangers of this world like your
charming self.”
“It is funny though that
you picked out Little Women
to read, Phoebe,” Clyde says,
turning to me.
“How come?” I ask.
“That was Roisin’s favorite,” he replies. He stands up
now.
“Well, duty calls. If you
both get cold, I have some
nice long stockings that you
can borrow. Will make you
look very dashing, Avery,”
Clyde says, giving me a
wink.
Clyde blows out a series
of candles that linger
around nearby tables,
leaving the ﬁreplace
to serve as our only
source of light during
the storm.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF ICONSCOUT.COM AND PXFUEL.COM
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The painting had been sitting across from the Greek
statue for the past 50 or so
years, and she had never
grown tired of looking at
him. His body was strong
but not in the ways women
liked now; he was strong
like a ﬁeld hand or someone with a particular knack
for swimming. His hair was
wavy and, despite being
frozen in time, she could’ve
sworn it moved from time to
time. It was as if he had been
chained or was frozen in
place and plaster was poured
over him and occasionally
his movements would break
the plaster form. People were
drawn to him like moths to
a ﬂame, maybe because he’s
one of the only statues in a
room full of paintings, or
maybe because the whole
museum was full of paintings and only a handful of
statues.
She liked watching how
the people “ooh”-ed and
“ahh”-ed, and mothers
smacking away children’s
hands if they got too close to

Boy
by Kate Ward ’23
Portfolio Staﬀ
FICTION

touching his smooth ﬂesh.
She was sure he wouldn’t
mind if they touched him; he
had a kind face, so she was
sure he would be okay with
a child. The family came to
her painting next, the little
kid pointing
out
the lamb that
lay beside her, his
head in her lap.
The kid looked up
at his mother and
asked if she thought
the lamb had a
name, the mother
shook her head and
continued reading the
panel of information
next to the frame. The
lamb did have a name,
Kritios, in reference to
the Greek sculpture
“Kritios Boy.”
She named him
that when she
discovered that
the statue was

Greek.
She had never heard of
Greece or where it was, and
she couldn’t pick up much
information from the people
passing by the frame and
the thick coats of paint that
smothered her made it
diﬃcult to hear. A lot of
the time she would only
understand if someone was pointing
and looking to
another for guidance like the child
and his mother. She
wondered what she
could learn if the
museum ever took
her oﬀ the wall and
transported her to
that far away place.
Or maybe she was
there and didn’t
even know.
The seasons
came and went
and visitors began

October 21, 2021

to dwindle. She noticed the
lights stayed oﬀ more than
they were on, and the paintings across from her were
taken down and packed into
wooden crates. She looked
down at Boy then back at
the statue. She could’ve
sworn his expression was
more glum than it was
normally. She hoped that
wherever he was going she
could come along and get
to gaze at him a little while
longer. The day arrived
when her frame was lifted
from its mounting and her
vision was obscured with
cloth and layer upon layer
of clouded plastic…bubble
wrap, she thought she heard
someone say. With one last
gaze, she saw that her statue
was still rooted in place.
Clearly there was no intention to move him. She was
set inside a nest of shavings
and other squiggly objects.
Something slid over her,
large and heavy, and then
she was moving, and she
knew she would never see
her statue again.
PHOTO COURTESY OF PEXELS.COM

By t h e Ri v ers of B abyl on
by Fiona Clarke ’23
Portfolio Staﬀ
POETRY

The burning sun runs its blazing hands along the wildcat,
The ocean, upsets it, and oﬀers a remedy then.
Take and dissolve beneath your tongue—How often?—
As often as you need—For how long?—
Until you, yourself, dissolve.
How can there still be water?
For crying out loud there is a cure,
But for silent mortal ﬂesh, there is only a pillar of cloud before me
And a pillar of salt behind me,
And a gryphon in the bed beside me.
Oh, no doubt, one of the damnable Irish men behind me,
Who saved up all his laughter for his last day,
I will ask you, then
And his tears for its either-night—
“Were you in the swim last night?”
No doubt he can explain this well.
I could have sworn I saw you balanced on one hand
And listen, for in answer to my shoddy prayers,
On the banks of the river, and on the ties of the railroad—
A knock-oﬀ Solomon speaks, and
But then, love and a hole in the earth
Out of the mouths of the depraved, beloved,
Sometimes run all together.
Ramshackle sense shall come forth.
Today I stand transﬁxed where the orange trees grew,
For when I went outside to look at the stars,
I saw a cleft in the chin of the earth
That I had not seen before,
And I saw the rain pouring out its heart
Where I used to pour out mine like water,
And now the sea is full.
Today I stand transﬁxed where the orange trees grew,
And look and see: every surface is
One face shifting into another.
PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
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An Ode to My Dark Circles.
by Mariela Flores ’23
Portfolio Staﬀ
POETRY

It’s as if someone cut you out of a magazine
and glued you under my eyes.
You are the accessory that I have been given,
even in my well-rested times.
I’ll always know when I’m tired,
but I won’t ever need an eyeshadow base,
and even if I don’t like you that morning,
you’ll always be a part of my face.
You’re the star witness of my best nights writing
your brownish purple hue lets others know that I am still ﬁghting.
I keep my darkest secrets in the roundness of your bags
the swollen fragile skin stays soft despite the tags.
They remind me of my father whenever I look in the mirror.
Caﬀeine courses through our blood and it helps us see much clearer.
I don’t know who I’d be if you weren’t there.
Makeup tried to hide you,
but I didn’t like the feeling or the purple-lacking stare.
I see now you are my inheritance,
a face I cannot escape,
but I’ll always remember to love
my tired face.
IMAGE COURTESY OF MARIELA FLORES ’23

You Have OCD and Not the One Where You Clean a Bunch of Stuff
“There’s poison in your
glass.”
You want a glass of water.
You go get a glass, right? You
go to the cabinet and you select a glass. Then, you inspect
it carefully. You are looking for
poison. You may ask yourself
why you are doing that. Well,
because your thoughts have
given you the idea that there
just might be poison in the
glass. You might as well give
the glass a look!
You’re very thirsty. You just
want a simple glass of water,
but the ﬁrst, second, third, and
fourth glasses that you checked
had unexplained bumps or
suspicious spots of dust. You
place them in the “maybe
contains deadly toxin” pile.
Eventually, you decide to risk
it. You will drink from a glass
that might contain a poison that
will murder you. You drink.
The rest of your day is spent
wondering when you’ll get sick,
when death will arrive. In your
mind, you prepare for the last
few hours of your life. Stress
increases and your behavior
gets more erratic as you wonder
if death will hurt. Aren’t there
any ﬁnal words you would like
to say? Final acts for you to do?
All responsibilities go out the
window. Fear paralyzes you.
You curse yourself for drinking from a glass. When the sun

by Aidan Lerner ’22
Portfolio Staﬀ

CREATIVE NONFICTION

rises, and you’re still alive, you
tell yourself that it is better to
go thirsty than go through that
again.
You have OCD, or obsessivecompulsive disorder. An everyday torture machine that
starts with just one ridiculous
thought and spirals endlessly.
OCD is a tunnel. The simple
thought that “maybe that
glass has poison” is your entry point into the tunnel. You
are in the dark, and the light is
one step behind you. Why on
earth would a random glass be
poisoned? That is absurd. Just
drink the damn thing and you
will be outside the tunnel. But
you can’t. You check the glass,
and you’re in the tunnel. By
the time you’ve checked once,
twice, thrice, you can’t see light

behind you. You can’t see light
in front of you. All you know is
fear, and every second brings
you spiraling farther down the
tunnel.
That is a fairly typical sequence of events, spelled out
slowly and painfully. The name
of the game is irrational fear.
And checking. Always checking. Some of the other things
you do are relatively harmless.
Every time you walk by the
carbon monoxide detector you
check it ﬁve times. Look at it,
look away, look at it, look away,
etc. Other compulsions are a
lot more rigorous. Once upon a
time, getting into your bed took
one or two hours. There was a
drawn-out ritual; you had to
check every lock, pray the right
way, organize your bed the

right way, and do it all without
making a mistake and without
thinking the wrong thing. If a
thought popped into your head
such as “boobies” or “fart,” you
were starting everything over.
I think that identity is an underrated aspect of the struggle
to be alive. On some level, this
thing we do is a crazy rat race
to be “seen.” We want to be
understood, for at least one person to look us in the eyes and
know our entire being. You?
You’d like to look in the mirror and ﬁgure out who the hell
is staring back. In your worst
moments, you see a monster.
You see a slave to the whims of
a mental disorder. Everything
you do, everything you believe,
everything you feel is OCD.
Your feelings are obsessions.
Your actions are compulsions.
You are so deep into the tunnel
that there is no way out.
In my opinion, you are
screwed. R.I.P. you. Nah, I’m
kidding. Illness is a part of you,
but it isn’t you. Everything your
brain has put you through has
not been for nothing.
It gets better. The tunnel has
an end, and there is light beaming. I can see you.
…and I can see your room,
and it is nasty. Why don’t you
put that OCD to work and get
obsessed with something helpful, like dusting?
PHOTOS COURTESY OF PEXELS.COM
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replying to text messages at red lights
by AJ Worsley ’22
Portfolio Staﬀ

Making PC an emotionally stable
place one letter at a time

POETRY

it’s not that i didn’t have the time,
in fact, it’s precisely the opposite.
i had too much time,
too much time on my hands with nobody to occupy it.

Dear Tiﬀ and Earl,
None of my professors can
ever ﬁnd dry-erase markers.
Where have they all gone?

but if you keep with that attitude you’ll only ever have friendships,
never any best friendships.

Sincerely,
Weekend Whiteboard Worrier

everyone else in their life, a vacuum for their presence.
your time will come, but you have too much time,
it already should have come by now.
but what good is the poet if they don’t know the power of their ink?
and when do they turn the lights oﬀ in this parking lot?
do your hair the same way you’ve been for years.
put on that same hoodie and start the car.
drive somewhere in a pathetic attempt to be busy to mimic the lives you once occupied.
“sorry i can’t right now,” a dead phrase in my life,
i can, and i will every single time.
to cope, i apply pressure to the few people i have left,
and in return it actually pushes them further away.
they tell me i’m too dependent on them,
but i’m just dying to get inside their head because i’ve been stuck in my own for far too long.
and the truth is, the only thing i’m dependent on is this steering wheel.

Listomania*

PHOTO COURTESY OF PEXELS.COM

Ways to de-stress during Midterms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tiffany &
Earl

Count your ceiling tiles
Count the squares in the wall
Talk to your cinderblocks
Take a walk down Chad Brown
Smell markers
Go Halloween decoration shopping and get
scared by some of the ones in Target that
jump out at you
Start manifesting
Start knitting
Sleep on top of your textbooks to absorb
info via mitosis (wait...it’s osmosis)
Read The Cowl
Go on Yik Yak
Re-read Dean Sears’ emails

*Listomania and Tiﬀany & Earl are both satirical pieces that do not reﬂect the views of Providence College or The Cowl.

Dear Weekend Whiteboard
Worrier,
Your professors know exactly
where those markers are.
This is a power play. When
your professor is fumbling
at the podium, and her eyes
start darting crazily, and she
drops to the ﬂoor and starts
crawling, you had better wake
up. (She might be under your
chair in a moment.) When
she springs back up with the
marker she’s pulled out of her
shoe, you will be relieved, but
still a little scared. You didn’t
know what she would have
done without that marker.
You were worried. Yes, now
she’s got you. Or, when your
professor begins to look
sheepishly all around, and his
shoulders begin to sag, and
his eyes begin to get a little
shiny, you will be touched.
Raging against the vicious
marker-removing forces, you
will pity him, vow to defend
him. Yes, now he’s got you…
Cheers!

Tiff
Dear Weekend Whiteboard
Worrier,
Haven’t you heard of PC’s
Underground Whiteboard
Reclamation Movement
(UWRM)? This group of
revolutionaries takes to the
classrooms of Ruane, Ryan,
and more in the dead of night
to liberate the whiteboard
markers of Providence
College from their use as
weapons in the crusade of
academia. Every Saturday
night in an undisclosed
location, they meet and put
these markers to their true
use—drawing cute pictures
of puppies. I fear that I’ve
said too much. If I go missing,
you’ll know why.
You didn’t hear
anything from
me,

Earl

February
October 18,
21, 2010
2021
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Sports
Sports Shorts
by Stephen Foster ’22
Sports Staff
PC ATHLETICS
Men’s Soccer
The No. 20 Providence College
Men’s Soccer Team pulled off
an incredible upset againstNo.
1
Georgetown
University
on
Wednesday, Oct. 13. The Friars were
led by a remarkable performance
from Luis Garcia ’23 with two goals.
He scored on a penalty kick from
outside the box in the first half and
followed it up in the second half by
hitting the back of the net on a long
boot from 50 yards out. Garcia also
chipped in an assist. On Saturday,
the team traveled to Butler University
where their comeback fell short and
lost 2-1 with a goal from Gevork
Diarbian ’24.
Women’s Soccer
The Providence College Women’s
Soccer Team brought their record to
8-4-2 this week, splitting the games
with one win and one loss. The Friars
were victorious with a 3-1 win over
Marquette University on Sunday, Oct.
10, but lost 1-0 to Butler University
on Thursday, Oct. 14 in an overtime
thriller. Bodner won the Big East
Weekly Honor Roll for her lockdown
goalkeeping, as she brought her
number of shutouts this season up
to four. Women’s Soccer will be
traveling to St. John’s University on
Sunday, Oct. 17 and hosting a Pink
Out Game on Thursday, Oct. 21
against University of Connecticut.
Men’s Ice Hockey
The No. 10 Providence College
Men’s Ice Hockey Team brought their
record to 3-1 as they suffered a 5-2
loss against No. 1 Minnesota State
University in their first game of the
2021 Ice Breaker Tournament. The
goals from Brett Berard ’24 and Kohen
Olischefski ’21 were not enough
for the Friars. In their second game,
the Friars fell to No. 5 University of
Minnesota Duluth in a tight contest
3-2. The Friars went in front early
with a Patrick Moynihan ’23, but
could not hold on. Their next game is
back at Schneider Arena against No.
8 Denver University.
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Swim Across America

Interview with Elizabeth Beisel
by Luke Sweeney ‘24
Sports Staff
For serious athletes, the Olympic
Games are the highest level of
competition to possibly reach. Only
a small number of athletes from each
country have the opportunity to
make the Olympics, and to win while
you are there is even more difficult.
Surprisingly enough, our small state
is home to three-time Olympian
and two-time Olympic Medalist in
swimming, Elizabeth Beisel.
Born and raised in North
Kingstown,
Beisel
began
her
swimming career at five years old
and stood out as one of the best
swimmers in the area from a very
young age. While competing in North
Kingstown during high school, Beisel
was extremely successful and gained
the attention of college scouts from
around the country. She finally decided
to take her skills to the University
of Florida to compete against the
best swimmers in the country in the
Southeast Conference, upon which
she reflected, “I absolutely loved my
time at the University of Florida.
There is nothing like the atmosphere
of a big SEC school and being part
of that community of athletes was
incredible.” Florida is among the best
swimming schools in the nation and
competes to win the SEC regularly.
Beisel also had the chance to swim
against schools such as Stanford
University and The University of
California Berkeley, two of the most
competitive swimming schools in the
nation year in and year out.
During her time in Florida,
Beisel was well-known by the entire
swimming community because she
had already competed in her first
Olympic games when she was just 15
years old. One can only imagine the
type of confidence needed to travel
across the world at such a young age
to compete against the best athletes in
the world. Beisel stamped her mark
into the swimming world when she
performed well in Beijing and then
qualified again four years later for

PHOTO COURTESY OF NBC BOSTON

Three-time olympian Emily Beisel poses with her family after completing the 10 mile swim
from Rhode Island’s mainland to Block Island. The swim took 5 hours and 19 minutes.

the 2012 Olympics in London, and
then again for the 2016 Olympics in
Rio. Additionally, Beisel set another
record by becoming the only female
swimmer to compete with the U.S.
National Team for 12 consecutive
years. The only other male to do this
was her former teammate, Michael
Phelps. Finally, Beisel retired from
professional swimming in 2017.
Although not competitively, Beisel
still makes swimming a central part
of her life. She even uses her platform
to promote charities and raise money
for cancer research development.
Unfortunately, Beisel’s father passed
away from pancreatic cancer. Her
father’s passing motivated Beisel to
use her status as an athlete to raise
money to cure pancreatic cancer, in
hopes that fewer people will suffer
from the tragic disease. To combat
cancer and raise money for research,
Beisel recently joined Team Block
Cancer as a part of the Swim Across
America foundation for Cancer
research, prevention, and treatment.
On Sept. 22, 2021, Beisel and her

Cross Country
The Providence College Men’s
and Women’s Cross Country Teams
ran in the Nuttycombe Invitational
on Friday, Oct. 15 in Madison,
Wisconsin. The No. 19 women’s
cross country team finished eighth
out of 36 teams. They were led by
strong performances from Maria
Coffin ’21, Laura Mooney ’24, and
Lily Tuck ’23, who all finished among
the top 30 runners. The men’s cross
country team finished 19 out of 31
teams. They were led by Marcelo
Rocha ’21, who finished 10th. The
cross country teams will travel to the
Central Connecticut State University
Mini Meet on Friday, Oct. 22 in New
Britain, Connecticut.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WUN

Emily Beisel (above) in action completing the 10.4 mile swim to Block Island. The Rhode Island
native raised $135,000 for cancer research and for local hospitals in her home state.

team held an event at Matunuck
Beach in Rhode Island where Beisel
made history by swimming 10.4 miles
from the coast of the Ocean State all
the way to Block Island. She was the
first woman to ever make this swim,
and in doing so she was able to raise
$135,000 for cancer research and
money for local hospitals in Rhode
Island.
“As a child growing up in Rhode
Island and swimming in the ocean
along our beautiful coastline, I always
dreamed of swimming to Block
Island. I envisioned my dad on the
island waiting for me to finish with
an ear-to-ear grin on his face — how
proud he would be that I made it.
Sadly, he passed before I could make
this swim, but he knew I was going
to do it and that helped sustain him
during his final months. I’ll never get
to hug him again, but his fight wasn’t
for nothing. I know that my dad’s
battle, along with the money raised
by Block Cancer, will save someone’s
life one day. He is smiling knowing
we helped give someone and their
family the most precious gift of all
time.”
Beisel told us that what she really
wanted out of this fundraiser was to
give back to the state that gave her
so much as a child. Although this
is her first time working with the
organization, Beisel has always been
an avid supporter of Swim Across
America and all of the beneficial work
that they do across our country. She
says that she wishes to work with the
group again soon.
The swim took a total of five
hours and 19 minutes to complete
and included a large safety crew that
accompanied Beisel to watch over
her. The event had to be rescheduled
multiple times because to complete an
event like this, the weather and water
conditions need to be close to perfect.
There are many factors that can
affect whether or not the swimmer ’s
safety is jeopardized. Swim Across
America will continue to raise money
through Oct. 31, so make sure you go
to www.blockcancer.org to donate.
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Who Will Win the NBA Finals?

Providence College Investigates: NBA
Brooklyn Nets
Any way you slice it, the Brooklyn
Nets should be the final team standing,
hoisting the Larry O’Brien trophy as they
parade down Flatbush Ave. this summer.
They have one of the best rosters in
basketball that includes a good mix of
vets and young talent, versatility, and
star power. They also play in the Eastern
Conference, which should give them an
easier road to the finals.
The East is doing well this year, with
several decent teams including the Boston
Celtics, Atlanta Hawks, New York Knicks,
Washington Wizards, Chicago Bulls and
others. Contrary to popular belief, the
four real top teams in the conference are
the Nets, Philadelphia 76ers, Miami Heat,
and Milwaukee Bucks, but each of these
teams has flaws, too. For example, the
question of whether Ben Simmons will
end up suiting back up for Philadelphia
this season still stands. The chemistry
between him, his teammates, and his
coaches will be quite the story to follow
this season. Miami is a good team and has
talent, but they lack a true superstar that
can get them a bucket when they need it.
Finally, the defending champs, the Bucks,
have few weaknesses, but do not forget
that the Nets were mere inches and a
couple missed Joe Harris-threes away
from beating them last year without
Kyrie Irving and a healthy James Harden.
Speaking of Kyrie, who is unvaccinated
and unable to play in home games, the
Nets have handled the situation regarding
him as professionally as possible. After
listening to his Instagram live last week,

Los Angeles Lakers

it seems more likely than not that the
former rookie of the year and multi-time
all-star will suit up for Brooklyn by the
playoffs.
Even without Irving, the Nets are one
of the most talented teams in the league.
Their biggest concern this offseason was
defense and big man depth, especially
with the departure of Deandre Jordan.
Nicholas Claxton seems poised to
breakout as an elite defender and rookie
Day’Ron Sharpe out of the University of
North Carolina seems promising. They
also brought in former all-star power
forwards Paul Milsap and Lamarcus
Aldridge, as well as re-signed former allstar Blake Griffin. All three do different
things very well and give the team
versatile options at the four/five spots.
The team also brought back versatile
guard Bruce Brown and signed veteran
point guard Patty Mills, who has extensive
postseason experience. Joe Harris, the
former NBA three-point champ, returns.
Rookies Cam Thomas from Louisiana
State University and David Duke Jr.
from Providence College look to make
an impact off the bench. Not to mention,
the team has two former MVPs in James
Harden and Kevin Durant.
-Joesph Quirk ’23
Sports Staff

The NBA offseason can be a
tumultuous period for many teams,
but it can also be a very rewarding one
if a team can play successfully. The Los
Angeles Lakers’ strong offseason placed
them in a great position as title favorites
this year.
Arguably the biggest offseason
acquisition across the league this year
was the Lakers’ trade to pick up Russell
Westbrook from the Washington Wizards.
Westbrook has one of the most dynamic
games in the league, and his addition
will pay dividends on both ends of the
court. Two other offseason acquisitions,
Dwight Howard and DeAndre Jordan,
will get countless easy buckets down low
given Westbrook’s ability to get to the rim
and set up his teammates. Westbrook’s
scoring ability will also take much of the
pressure off the Lakers’ two other MVP
candidates, LeBron James and Anthony
Davis. On the defensive end, Westbrook’s
high intensity and willingness to harass
opposing point guards will certainly
have a positive impact on the Lakers’
team defense.
The Lakers also did a great job picking
up role players, who often end up making
the difference between a playoff team
and a true title contender. Malik Monk
has an explosive game and will be able
to put up points for the Lakers’ second
unit. Carmelo Anthony will provide
experience and the willingness to step
up and hit big shots in big moments.
Anthony’s three-point shooting skills
will also greatly benefit a Lakers squad

that finished in the bottom half of the
league last year in that category. Trevor
Ariza is a threat to score from behind
the arc while being a versatile defender
whose length and quickness allow him to
guard all five positions. Finally, Kendrick
Nunn’s and Rajon Rondo’s games will
complement each other nicely as point
guard options off the bench. The addition
of all these role players will allow LeBron
James and Anthony Davis to consistently
dominate games. LeBron will be a topfive MVP candidate again if he remains
healthy, and he will be able to carry the
Lakers through some tough moments
when things get tight in the playoffs.
Similarly, if Davis can avoid injuries, he
will be in contention for Defensive Player
of the Year and possibly the MVP award.
The Lakers offer two players in Russell
Westbrook and LeBron James who have
the potential to average a triple-double,
putting up double figures in points,
assists, and rebounds, an achievement
that not many other teams can claim.
Overall, while the Lakers’ star
power at the top will remain evident
on most nights, it will be their offseason
acquisitions of role players that will
lead them to the 2021-2022 NBA
Championship.
-Will Murphy ‘23
Sports Staff

Men’s Club Rugby
by Leo Hainline ‘22
Sports Co-Editor
PC CLUB SPORTS
The Providence College Men’s Club Rugby Team is
one of the most prominent student athletic clubs on
campus. The team has put together good performances
so far this season, including a win against the Coast
Guard Academy, the 15th-ranked team in National
Collegiate Rugby. After a lost year due to COVID-19,
the “Black Pack” are happy to be back on the field and
have established themselves as one of the contenders to
win the New England Wide Men’s Rugby conference.
Anthony Lancia ’22 is the vice president who has
helped lead the team. Men’s Rugby was unable to
recruit a lot of students from the class of 2024 last season,
so the team received an influx of newcomers from both
the sophomore and freshman classes. Although many
members are new to the game, he says his teammates
are quickly improving and credits the coaching staff
and senior leaders for their development: “We have
a fantastic coaching staff of Mark Simpson-Daniel,
Brian Goodridge, Mark Ainsle, and Mark Hoder, and
their goal, along with the senior players, is to teach the
game and the family culture of rugby… The boys have
really stepped it up this year. We are still working out
the kinks and improving both our offense and defense,
but as a squad, we are definitely coming together well
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The Black Pack’s squad is formed of veterans and newcomers.
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The PC Men’s Rugby Team has produced a successful season in a competive conference of nationally ranked opponents.

and playing our hearts out. Our players are dogs and
we go out everyday, practice and games, with the goal
of winning and being the best rugby team possible.”
This team has certainly gelled as the Black Pack has
performed well in a highly competitive conference
filled with nationally ranked D2 teams. PC’s 12-6
victory away at the Coast Guard Academy in New
London, CT, demonstrated that the Friars can compete
with the conference’s most established teams.
“With our win against Coast Guard, the league
finally caught sight of our team’s potential in the
greater NCR,” Lancia stated. “We still have a lot of
things to work on, but I have confidence that we will
come out this coming weekend for our game against
BU and shake up the league once again.”
The Black Pack have one more regular season game
at home against Boston University on Saturday, Oct.
23, which, as Lancia emphasized, “will be the deciding
factor for our ranking in the conference and our playoff
games for the rest of the season.”
The goal for PC Men’s Rugby is simple: to seize
victory, no matter the opposition or conditions. The
approaching playoffs will force the Black Pack to
survive and advance, and their ambition is to extend

their season as long as possible. “We want to win
and we want to go deep in the playoffs. While the
competition might be a little harder this year, we have
full confidence in the skill and heart our program has.
After our Coast Guard win, we understood that we
could be one of the top dogs in the conference, and we
are working hard every week to reach that goal. It is
a big year, not only for our senior class that makes up
a majority of our team, but for the program at large.”
Win or lose, the PC Men’s Rugby Team will walk
away from the season regarded as victors not only
for preserving the tradition of Men’s Rugby at the
College, but also for thriving amid a competitively and
logistically challenging season. As Lancia explained,
“Covid has destroyed a lot of other rugby programs,
and we want to ensure that the Men’s Rugby team,
one of the oldest teams in this school’s history, remains
strong and popular as it always has been.”
The Men’s Rugby match against Boston University
will be held at Hendricken Field on Saturday, Oct. 23
at 2:00 pm. They encourage the Friar Family to come
out and support as they would love to fully utilize
their home-field advantage against the Terriers.
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A Look
Around
Friartown
Men’s Soccer:
10/13 vs. #1 Georgetown University, win 3-0
10/16 at Butler University, lose 1-2

Upcoming:
10/23 vs. University of Connecticut

Women’s Soccer:
10/14 vs. Butler University, lose 0-1
10/17 at St. John’s University, lose 0-1

Upcoming:
10/21 vs. University of Connecticut
10/24 at DePaul Univserity

Women’s Volleyball:
10/14 at University of Connecticut, lose 1-3
10/17 vs. Creighton University, lose 0-3

Upcoming:
10/22 vs. Villanova University
10/24 vs. Georgetown University

Women’s Field Hockey:
10/15 vs. #18 Old Dominion University, lose 1-2
10/17 vs. Brown University, win 2-0

Upcoming:
10/22 vs. #9 Liberty University

SPORTS
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Men’s Ice Hockey Preview

by Justin Bishop ’24
Sports Staff
COLLEGE HOCKEY

The Providence College Men’s Hockey Team has
had a solid start to their 2021-2022 campaign. As of
Sunday, Oct. 17, the team has a record of 3-2-0 (1-0-0)
and currently sit tied atop the Hockey East conference.
The team was ranked No. 10 in the country this past
Thursday. The Friars started the season 3-0-0 but fell
in tough battles this past weekend out in Duluth,
Minnesota to Minnesota State University and the
University of Minnesota Duluth, the No. 1 and No.
5 ranked teams respectively in the country. Despite
dropping two games to two top-five teams in the
Midwest, the men’s hockey team makes a strong case
to put the league on watch.
The Friars started the season out red-hot, winning
in dominant fashion at home against Army West Point
7-0. Brett Berard ’24 (New York Rangers, ’20) led the
team in goals with two in this game and was effective
all over the ice with seven shots on goal. However,
Guillaume Richard ’25 led the team in points with a
goal and two assists in his first NCAA game. Alternate
captains Parker Ford ’23 and Kohen Olischefski ’21GS
were both efficient at the face-off dot and combined
for three points in the game. Jaxson Stauber ’23 was
a wall in net, stopping all 24 shots he faced and was
substituted for Jimmy Scannell ’22 in the third period.
This game showed that the Friars wanted to win and to
win big, and they certainly did that by outperforming
the Black Knights in almost every category and
unleashing 40 shots on net.
The team then welcomed its first Hockey East
match-up Merrimack College to Schneider Arena and
beat them swiftly 5-2. Berard was once again all over
the scoresheet registering two points, a penalty for
roughing, and four shots on goal. The captain of this
year’s team Michael Callahan ’22 (Arizona Coyotes
’18) was one of two to record two points in this game,
the other being Cody Monds ’25. Monds recorded his
first NCAA goal in this game, and it was a snipe which
beat the Warriors’ goaltender short side from the faceoff dot. Stauber was fundamental in his 22-save night
and looked like he fit in well. However, the team did
struggle in the face-off column, going 28-35 in all the
contests. This win will be important for the team down
the line, as it is a conference win and puts them up
higher in the Hockey East standings.
The hockey team then faced the American
International College in its next bout and easily
took care of business winning 5-1 in Springfield,
Massachusetts. The team fell behind 1-0 at the 6:21
mark of the first period after giving up a powerplay goal
to the Yellow Jackets, but soon reclaimed momentum.
The game was then controlled by the Friars until the
clock hit triple zeros and 12 different players recorded
a point. The team was back to winning face-offs and
won 37-28 in the category and Olischefski went 11-7,
the best on the team. Stauber handled his own and
stopped all but one of the 23 shots he faced. The game
saw 18 penalties, totaling 47 minutes of penalty time
and the majority took place in the third period where 11
of the 18 occurred. Providence was only responsible for
seven of the 18 and only 14 of the 47 penalty minutes
assessed.
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Nate Leaman enters his 11th year as Friars head coach. He
has built the program into a hockey powerhouse that sets its
sights every year on winning a national championship.

The team then faced their most difficult opponent
so far, and possibly in the season ahead, No. 1 ranked
Minnesota State, as part of the “Ice Breaker Challenge”
comprised of PC, MSU, UMD, and the University of
Michigan. The Friars fell to the Mavericks 5-2 and
the team was just beaten cleanly. Trailing 2-1 after the
first period and 3-2 after the second period, the team
could not overcome the quickness of MSU. Berard was
assessed a game misconduct for slashing at the end of
the first, and not having a team’s leading scorer against
a top ranked opponent for two periods will handicap
any team. Stauber did the best he could when he
faced a season-high 36 shots and saved 32 of them. In
comparison, PC only had 20 shots on goal, well below
their season average, and were helpless at the face-off
dot going 26-37. Providence’s three game winning
streak was snapped by the No. 1 team in the country,
and it showed that MSU is deserving of the top spot.
After losing in the semifinals of the Ice Breaker
Challenge, Providence was matched up with the No. 5
ranked team in the nation, the University of Minnesota
Duluth. Providence led after the first period 1-0 thanks
to a goal by Patrick Moynihan ’23 (New Jersey Devils
’19), but ended up falling 3-2 by the end of the game.
Berard notched his team leading fifth goal of the year
to tie it up in the third, but UMD scored soon after to
put them back on top and they held on to win. Stauber
stopped 23 of 26 but it was not enough. Face-offs were
23-33 in favor of UMD, however Parker Ford went 16-2
in his contests showcasing his ability. The Friars fell
behind early in the third and were simply not able to
pull even.
The men’s hockey team has a strong team this year
with everyone contributing on the ice. Brett Berard
is the team’s most important player, and they need
him to produce every game in order to be successful.
Staying out of the penalty box is an aspect Berard must
conquer. The young guys on the team are stepping up
so far with eight out of nine underclassmen recording
at least one point so far this season. Jaxson Stauber is
playing well and must learn to play well against top10 teams in the country for Providence to go far in the
NCAA and Hockey East Tournaments.
The men’s hockey team takes on 8th ranked Denver
on Oct. 22 at Schneider Arena at 7:00 p.m. Friday night.

Men’s Ice Hockey:
10/15 at #1 Minnesota State, lose 2-5
10/16 at #5 Minnesota Duluth, lose 2-3

Upcoming:
10/22 vs. #8 University of Denver
10/24 at University of New Hampshire
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Michael Callahan ’22 will captain the Friars this season. The defenseman has used his talent all over the ice this season,
providing two goals and three assists through five games.

